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ABSTRACT 

Adaptation to Mega-environments: Introgression of novel alleles for yield  

using Canadian x Chinese crosses in Soybean  

 

María Eugenia Rossi 

University of Guelph, 2011 

Advisor: 

Istvan Rajcan 

 

The main goal of soybean breeding is to increase yield with improved seed quality 

characters. The objectives of this thesis were: i) to identify yield quantitative trait loci 

(QTL) across different mega-environments (ME); ii) to evaluate the relationship between 

yield and yield components and the co-localization of QTL; iii) to analyze environmental 

factors that affect QTL expression and identify different ME. Two Canadian x Chinese 

soybean populations were tested across Canada, northern United States and China. 

Yield QTL were identified at one, two and three hypothetical ME. Most of them were co-

localized with agronomic trait QTL. These results give strong evidence that Canada, 

northern United States and China are different ME. Novel alleles from plant introductions 

can favorably contribute directly or indirectly to seed yield and the use of QTL would 

facilitate their introgression into breeding populations in both North America and China.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important goals of soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] breeding is 

to combine increased yield with improved qualities and better resistance to biotic and 

abiotic stresses. Since soybean was introduced to North America, the gains in yield have 

been achieved through conventional breeding by hybridization between elite soybean 

strains (Thorne and Fehr, 1970).  As a result, the same process of plant breeding that 

accelerated genetic gains has also led to the erosion of soybean‟s genetic base due to a 

reduction of genetic diversity (Concibido et al. 2003). 

Introgression of diverse germplasm into the current soybean genetic base may 

increase genetic variability and lead to greater gains from selection 

(Thompson and Nelson, 1998). However, the use of exotic germplasm has not been as 

successful as crossing elite x elite strains, partly because traits such as yield or seed 

quality are complex quantitative traits and the linkage with deleterious alleles could affect 

the performance of the progeny (Concibido et al. 2003). Nevertheless, several studies 

demonstrate that plant introductions (PI) are a rich source of favorable alleles that could 

increase both genetic diversity and seed yield (Li et al. 2001a,b; Concibido et al. 2003). 

The use of molecular markers has facilitated the identification and localization of 

quantitative trait loci (QTL) providing an accurate approach to breeding since selection is 

based on genotype rather than solely on phenotype (Concibido et al. 2003). Moreover, 

they may help to avoid the transfer of undesirable alleles or deleterious genes that can 

be linked with traits of interest (Collard et al. 2005).  

Quantitative traits, such as yield, are strongly influenced by environmental factors 

and need to be measured in several environments to determine their genetic base (Orf 
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et al. 1999a). Genotypes that are superior to others in certain environments and have a 

great stability across several environments are the ones that are better adapted to those 

conditions and, therefore, most useful in plant breeding.  

Palomeque et al. (2009a) suggested that the relatively low success rate of 

obtaining PI-derived high-yielding lines in soybeans could be due to a limited 

understanding of how to properly evaluate the results obtained from a cross between a 

PI and an elite parent. They used a population derived from the cross between a high-

yielding Canadian cultivar “OAC Millennium” and an elite Chinese cultivar “Heinong 38” 

to develop a recombinant inbred line population to be tested in two mega-environments: 

China and Canada from 2004 to 2006. In this way, both parents served as PI, depending 

where the population was grown. They identified five mega-environment universal QTL 

(QTL that appeared in both mega-environments) and two mega-environment specific 

QTL (QTL that appeared in only one mega-environment). Although North American elite 

lines were obtained from varieties originally introduced from Asia, they also carried 

alleles that contributed to yield increases in Asia. At the same time, the Chinese parent 

contributed to a yield increase when the RILs were tested in Canada (Palomeque et al. 

2009a). 

Palomeque et al. (2009b) suggested that each type of QTL, universal or specific, 

contributed directly, or indirectly through yield components, to seed yield of RILs and the 

use of both universal and specific QTL could facilitated the introduction of favorable 

alleles. However, Palomeque et al. (2010) could not confirm either the QTLU or the 

QTLSP for yield in another population derived from a second cross between a Canadian 

and a Chinese elite soybean line (Pioneer 9071 x # 8902). 
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Following up on this line of study, the objectives of this thesis are: 

1. To identify QTL for high yielding alleles in two populations derived from crosses 

between Canadian and Chinese elite soybean lines (OAC Millennium x Heinong 

38 and Pioneer 9071 x # 8902) tested at three hypothetical mega-environments: 

Canada, northern United States and northeast China. 

2. To evaluate the relationship between yield and yield components and seed 

quality parameters in both populations across three hypothetical mega-

environments and to determine if any seed yield QTL identified in two or more 

mega-environments is co-localized with any agronomic trait QTL across the 

same mega-environments. 

3. To identify different mega-environments based on groups of environments with 

similar expression of yield/maturity QTL. 

4. To analyze the effects of environmental factors that could affect the expression of 

those QTL in different mega-environments.  

The hypotheses of this study are: 

1. The yield of each line, derived from two crosses between Canadian and Chinese 

soybean elite lines, grown in Canada, United States and China mega-

environments is dependent on the expression of QTL across one, two or three 

mega-environments. 

2. The yield variation observed in the progenies, derived from both crosses 

between Canadian and Chinese soybean elite lines, grown in the Canadian, 

northern United States and Chinese mega-environments is the consequence of 

the variation observed in different agronomic traits that are correlated with yield 

and associated with QTL identified in one, two or three mega-environments. 
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3. Southern Ontario, Canada; northern United States and northeast China are 

different mega-environments based on groups of environments with similar 

expression of yield/maturity QTL. 

4. Environmental factors have an important influence on the expression of those 

QTL. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Importance of Soybean in China, Canada and United States 

Soybean (Glycine max L. Merrill) is the dominant oil-seed crop in world trade, 

accounting for about 58% of global oilseed production (USDA, 2011). The contribution 

this crop makes to the current global economy is estimated conservatively at $48.6 

billion or about $18.7 billion in the U.S. alone. Demand for soybean remains strong and 

continues to grow since it is used as an ingredient in the formulation of a multitude of 

food, feed and industrial products (Wilson, 2008). 

World soybean production has increased in the last decade, rising from 107.32 

million metric tonnes in 1989/90 to 210.90 million metric tonnes in 2008/09 mainly due to 

higher economic values of protein and oil contents, industrial uses and medicinal 

importance (USDA, 2011). The United States is the leading soybean producer in the 

world. Its production grew from 52.35 million tonnes in 1989/90 to 80.54 million metric 

tonnes in 2008/09. Yield has increased in this country from 2.17 metric tonnes per 

hectare in 1989/90 to 2.67 metric tonnes per hectare in 2008/09 (USDA, 2011).  

China is one of the most important soybean producers in Asia with a total 

production that increased from 10.28 million metric tonnes in 1989/90 to 16 million metric 

tonnes in 2008/09. Yield increased in China from 1.27 metric tonnes per hectare in 

1989/90 to 1.68 metric tonnes per hectare in 2008/09 (USDA, 2011). Heilongjiang, 

Liaoning, and Inner Mongolia are the largest production areas and represent about 45% 

of the total soybean production in China. In these provinces soybean is spring-seeded 

and grown as a full- season crop (Wilcox, 2004). 
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Canada has a soybean production that increased from 1.22 million metric tonnes 

in 1989/90 to 3.30 million metric tonnes in 2008/09. The average yield also increased 

from 2.25 metric tonnes per hectare in 1989/90 to 2.73 metric tonnes per hectare in 

2008/09 (USDA, 2011). The most important soybean producing provinces are Ontario, 

Quebec and Manitoba.  

Soybean origin and diversity 

The cultivated soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] and the wild soybean (Glycine 

soja Seib. et Zucc.) are annual species that belong to the family Leguminosae, sub-

family Papilionatae, genus Glycine and subgenus Soja. G. soja grows wild in China, 

Japan, Korea, Russia and Taiwan (Hymowitz, 2004).  

Soybean‟s center of origin is China and it was domesticated about 4500 years 

ago, during the ancient Huangdi period (Qiu et al. 2011). It was introduced to Europe 

during the 16th and 17th centuries and was brought into North America in 1765 and then 

into Central and South America during the mid 1900s (Hymowitz, 2004). 

At least 170,000 G. max accessions have been conserved across 70 countries 

(Nelson, 2009a,b). China has the largest soybean germplasm collection with nearly 

31,575 accessions of G. max which involve local landraces, local breeding lines, modern 

Chinese cultivars and a small number of G. soja. The second largest soybean collection 

is curated by the USDA, but in contrast to the Chinese collection, approximately 93% of 

the US accessions represent introductions from elsewhere (Qui et al. 2011). 

Chinese soybean germplasm has played a key role in soybean breeding and 

production and has contributed significantly to cultivar development. The pedigree of 

many actual high-yielding cultivars from northern US or Brazil can be traced back to 
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Chinese germplasm (Gizlice et al. 1994; Hiromoto and Vello, 1986). Nevertheless, 

soybean has undergone several genetic bottlenecks mainly due to the small number of 

Asian introductions into North America, and selective breeding over the past 75 years 

(Hyten et al. 2006). Gizlice et al. (1994) found that the genetic base of North American 

cultivars is narrow, since 95% of the alleles present in a set of 258 North American 

cultivars released between 1947 and 1988 can be traced back to only 35 ancestral 

cultivars. The reduction of genetic diversity could not only compromise future genetic 

gains in crop productivity but could also result in widespread susceptibility to new pest 

and diseases (Hyten et al. 2006). As a result, the same process of plant breeding that 

accelerated genetic gains has also led to the erosion of soybean‟s genetic base 

(Concibido et al. 2003). 

Introgression of diverse germplasm into the current soybean genetic base may 

increase genetic variability and lead to greater gains from selection 

(Thompson and Nelson, 1998). Cregan et al. (2008) suggested that the greater genetic 

distances between the North American cultivars and those from China and Japan versus 

the distances among the North American cultivars indicated that the Asian cultivars 

might be a useful source of genetic variation for cultivar improvement in North America. 

Plant introductions (PI) have been a valuable resource for the development of 

modern cultivars but their use in wide crosses has not been as successful as the use of 

elite lines. This can be attributed to the fact that beneficial alleles of exotic germplasm, 

such as high yield, are quantitative traits that are often linked to unfavorable traits that 

can affect the performance of the progeny (Concibido et al. 2003). However, several 

studies demonstrated that PIs tend to be diverse at both the phenotypic and the 
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genotypic levels being a rich source of favorable alleles that could improve different 

characters (Li et al.  2001 a, b; Concibido et al. 2003). 

Soybean breeding: use of molecular markers and QTL analysis 

Until recently, soybean breeding was mostly performed through conventional 

techniques based on phenotypic selection of superior individuals from segregating 

populations. Although there have been significant improvements in soybean yield, 

quality, disease and insect resistance over the past 60 years, progress has been slow. 

This happened specially for improving quantitative traits, due to significant environmental 

effects, time consuming processes, and problems associated with selection of the most 

suitable genotypes (Pathan and Sleper, 2008). 

More recently, the use of molecular markers and other technologies has 

enhanced conventional breeding, resulting in great genetic improvement in traits of 

interest. Marker assisted selection (MAS) uses molecular markers closely linked to a 

target gene or quantitative trait loci (QTL) as a molecular tag that can be used for quick 

indirect selection of the target gene or QTL (Pathan and Sleper, 2008).   

Some of the advantages of MAS include time saving and elimination of unreliable 

phenotypic evaluation due to the environmental effects that influence quantitative traits. 

Moreover, MAS allows the selection of genotypes at the seedling stage, and also gene 

pyramiding. It avoids the transfer of undesirable genes, particularly in dealing with 

introgression of beneficial genes from wild species. This new tool also permits the 

selection for traits of low heritability (Collard et al. 2005). Recovery of recurrent parents 

in backcrossing and monitoring seed purity and germplasm identity can also be done 

using MAS (Pathan and Sleper, 2008). 
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Linkage maps have been utilized for identifying chromosomal regions that 

contain genes controlling complex or quantitative traits, such us yield, using QTL 

analysis (Collard et al. 2005). An integrated genetic linkage map of soybean has been 

constructed with 1,849 markers, including 1,015 simple sequence repeats (SSRs), 709 

Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms (RFLPs), 73 Random Amplification of 

Polymorphic DNAs (RAPDs), 6 Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms (AFLPs), 24 

classical, 10 isozymes, and 12 other markers (Song et al. 2004). Due to the high level of 

polymorphism combined with the random distribution on the genetic map, SSR markers 

are widely used by plant breeders.  Short sequence repeats (SSR) markers are DNA 

markers that are composed of a one to six base pairs of DNA sequence that is repeated 

a variable number of times. They are also known as sequence tagged microsatellite site 

(STMS) markers. The advantages of this type of marker are that they are co-dominant, 

technically simple, robust, reliable and transferable between populations. The 

disadvantages are the large amount of time and labor required for production of primers 

(Collard et al. 2005). 

The use of molecular markers has facilitated the identification of QTL. 

Approximately 1,174 QTL for more than 70 traits of soybean have been reported in the 

database (http://www.soybase.org). More than 100 QTL have been reported in Soybase 

for seed yield and other traits that can affect yield like lodging, plant height and seed 

weight (Soybase, 2011).   

Several studies that involved QTL mapping of crosses of soybean PI‟s and exotic 

germplasm demonstrated the possibility of incorporating yield-enhancing alleles from 

PI‟s and exotic germplasm into soybean elite lines without having detrimental effects in 

http://www.soybase.org/
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the trait of interest (Orf et al. 1999a,b; Kabelka et al. 2004; Smalley et al. 2004, Guzman 

et al. 2007; Palomeque et al. 2009a). 

Orf et al. (1999a) evaluated three populations derived from the crosses between 

the cultivars Minsoy (PI) and Noir 1 (PI), Minsoy (PI) and Archer (elite line), and Noir 1 

(PI) and Archer (elite line). QTL with major effects were identified for yield and for other 

agronomic traits such as days to maturity, lodging, height and seed weight. These QTL 

explained more than half of the heritable variation observed for some of the traits. Both 

the PIs as well as the elite lines contributed favorable alleles to the progeny 

demonstrating the potential of PIs as source of new alleles.  

Approximately 15 yield QTL were reported by Kabelka et al. (2004) in a 

population derived from a cross between an adapted parent and a PI-derived parent. 

Nine of those QTL carried the high yielding allele from the PI-derived parent. In another 

study, Smalley et al. (2004) identified 43 QTL associated with yield in three populations 

derived from the cross between an adapted parent and a PI. Around 16 QTL carried the 

favorable allele from the PI derived parent. Similarly, Guzman et al. (2007) found 13 

yield QTL in a backcross population derived from a PI donor parent. In nine of those 

QTL the high yielding allele was contributed by the exotic parent. Results demonstrate 

that soybean PIs have the genetic potential for improving seed yield of U.S. soybean 

cultivars. 

However, none of those studies evaluated the adaptability of the populations in 

the place of origin of the PI. Palomeque et al. (2009a) evaluated a population derived 

from a cross between Chinese and Canadian elite lines, across locations in Canada and 

China. They identified five mega-environment universal QTL (that appeared in both 

mega-environments) and two mega-environment specific QTL (that appeared in only 
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one mega-environment). Both parents contributed high-yielding alleles to the progeny, 

suggesting that favorable alleles from exotic germplasm can be successfully introduced 

into adapted backgrounds. 

St. Martin et al. (2009), as well as Orf et al. (2009a) and Palomeque et al. 

(2009a,b), found significant epistasis for quantitative traits in crosses between soybean 

elite lines and PIs but the epistasis was not consistently expressed across environments 

or parental combinations. The authors proposed that breeders who make crosses 

between soybean lines adapted to China and North America should be prepared for a 

high frequency of poorly adapted progeny (St. Martin et al. 2009). 

Plant adaptation and environments 

Differences in plant adaptation are reflected in differences of relative 

performance of genotypes mainly due to environmental factors. Cooper and Byth (1996) 

suggested that adaptation could be evaluated from two different approaches: as an 

evolutionary process or from the agriculture prospective. The first approach evaluates 

adaptation as Darwinian fitness where those individuals that produce more offspring 

than others in certain environments, will be considered better adapted to that particular 

condition. On the other hand, from the agricultural prospective, the parameters 

evaluated are related to performance criteria such as high seed yield and seed quality. 

The individuals with higher seed quality and quantity and/or more stable yield across 

environments are the ones that are better adapted. 

When adaptation is evaluated, the performance of different genotypes is 

evaluated across different environments. Nyquist (1991) defined three types of 

environment: micro-environments, macro-environments and mega-environments. The 
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micro-environments, are defined by all the parameters (biotic and abiotic: soil type, 

meteorological conditions, interaction with pathogens and/or weeds, etc.) that affect a 

single plant´s development except the genotype (Nyquist, 1991). 

Macro-environment is the area, or general location, where similar micro-

environments are grouped in time. Breeders separate these regions into locations, years 

and replications to evaluate their crops (Nyquist, 1991).  

Mega-environments have been defined by the International Maize and Wheat 

Improvement Center (CIMMYT) as “a broad, not necessarily contiguous area, occurring 

in more than one country and frequently transcontinental, defined by similar biotic and 

abiotic stresses, cropping systems requirements, consumer preferences, and for 

convenience, by volume of production” (Braun et al. 1996). 

Broad vs. specific adaptation can be assessed when genotypes perform well 

across the majority, or only in specific environments, respectively (Cooper and Byth, 

1996). Palomeque et al. (2009a) described mega-environment universal QTL (QTLu) as 

QTL that were associated with the trait of interest in at least one macro-environment in 

each of two mega-environments, while a mega-environment specific QTL (QTLsp) was 

defined as a significant association between the marker and the trait in only one mega-

environment. QTL that are stable across different environments are typically more useful 

for breeders since they are important enough to be included in a breeding program 

(Brummer et al. 1997).   
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ABSTRACT 

Plant introductions (PI) are a rich source of favorable alleles that could improve 

different characters in modern soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merril] including yield by 

increasing genetic variability that may lead to greater gains from selection. However, PIs 

have been rarely used by breeders, especially for yield improvement. To make better 

use of PI germplasm, it is important to dissect and analyze individual quantitative trait 

loci (QTL) associated with yield. The objective of this study was to identify yield QTL 

underlying the genetic basis for differential adaptation of soybeans to the Canadian, 

United States or Chinese mega-environments (ME). Two crosses between high-yielding 

Canadian cultivars and elite Chinese cultivars, OAC Millennium x Heinong 38 and 

Pioneer 9071 x # 8902, were used to develop two recombinant inbred line (RIL) 

populations. Both populations were evaluated at different locations in Ontario, Canada; 

Minnesota, United States, Heilongjiang and Jilin, China in 2009 and 2010. Significant 

variation for yield was observed among the RILs of both populations across the three 

hypothetical ME. Two yield QTL (linked to markers Satt591 and Satt277) and one yield 

QTL (linked to marker Sat_341) were identified by single factor ANOVA and interval 

mapping across all MEs in the first and second population, respectively. The most 

frequent top ten high yielding lines across all ME carried most of the high yielding alleles 

of the QTL that were identified in two and three ME. Both parents contributed favorable 

alleles, which suggests that not only the adapted parent but also the PI parents are 

potential sources of beneficial alleles. A better understanding of the genetic basis of 

plant adaptation to their native or exotic environments will lead to a more efficient 

introgression of novel alleles for high yield. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Differences in performance of genotypes could be related to differential 

adaptation to specific environments. Lines with high seed yield and quality and/or 

stability across environments are the ones that are better adapted (Cooper and Byth, 

1996). As a result, one of the most important traits to be improved by plant breeders is 

seed yield.  

The genetic base of soybeans in North America is considered narrow because 

for decades breeders have been using elite lines as parents to enhance yield in their 

breeding programs (Gizlice et al. 1994). One of the main consequences of the lack of 

diversity is a reduction in the rate of yield improvement during the breeding process. 

Kisha et al. (1997) suggested that an increase in genetic diversity of soybean breeding 

populations could lead to an increase in the rate of yield improvement.  

Introgression of genes from plant introductions (PI) and exotic germplasm may 

address this problem as they are diverse both, phenotypically and genotypically, and 

could serve as a rich source of favorable alleles that could improve a number of 

characters (Li et al. 2001a, b; Concibido et al. 2003). However, PIs are less frequently 

used than elite lines partly because traits such as yield or seed quality are complex 

quantitative traits and the linkage with deleterious alleles could affect the performance of 

the progeny (Concibido et al. 2003, Wang et al. 2004). 

The use of molecular markers has facilitated the identification and localization of 

quantitative traits loci from exotic germplasm. Recent studies have demonstrated that 

exotic genes can be successfully introduced from wild species through genetic mapping 

and molecular markers in a number of crop species. Thompson and Nelson (1998) 
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found that experimental lines derived from PIs maintained by the USDA Soybean 

Germplasm Collection yielded significantly more and were more diverse than their 

domestic parents. Reports by Orf et al. (1999a); Concibido et al. (2003), Ude et al. 

(2003), Kabelka et al. (2004), Smalley et al. (2004), Wang et al. (2004) provide 

additional evidence of the use of exotic germplasm for yield enhancement in soybean. 

Latest studies on QTL analysis associated with adaptation to mega-environments 

using the model of Chinese x Canadian and Chinese x northern US derived populations 

were conducted by Palomeque et al. (2009a) and St. Martin et al. (2009). Palomeque et 

al. (2009a) evaluated a recombinant inbred line (RIL) population derived from a cross 

between high-yielding Canadian cultivar “OAC Millennium” and an elite Chinese cultivar 

“Heinong 38” in China and Canada in multiple environments from 2004 to 2006. They 

found significant variation for seed yield among RILs in both mega-environments. Each 

RIL performed differently among environments suggesting differential adaptation to 

intercontinental mega- environments. 

Palomeque et al. (2009a) used 105 SSR markers polymorphic between the 

parents to genotype the RIL population derived from the cross between OAC Millennium 

and Heinong 38. They identified five mega-environment universal yield QTL (linked to 

Satt100, Satt162, Sat_126, and the interval of Satt139-Sat_042) and two mega-

environment specific yield QTL (in the interval of markers Satt194-SOYGPA and 

Satt259-Satt576). Satt277 was identified as a yield QTL explaining between 9 to 37% of 

the variation in seed yield. The QTL located near Satt100 explained the greatest amount 

of the variation (18 to 37%) per environment. Moreover, epistatic effects were identified 

in both mega-environments with pairs of markers (Palomeque et al. 2009a). However, 

none of these yield QTL were confirmed in a second population derived from a cross 
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between a different Canadian and Chinese elite soybean line (Pioneer 9071 x # 8902) 

(Palomeque et al. 2010). 

The objective of this study was to identify QTL for high yield in two populations 

derived from crosses between Canadian and Chinese elite soybean lines (OAC 

Millennium x Heinong 38 and Pioneer 9071 x # 8902) tested at three hypothetical mega-

environments: Ontario, Canada; Minnesota, United States and northeast China. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Field experiments 

Two populations developed from crosses between Canadian and Chinese 

soybean lines were used in this experiment. The first population was derived from the 

cross OAC Millennium x Heinong 38 and consisted of 92 F4:7 recombinant inbred lines 

(RILs). OAC Millennium (2650 CHU or MG=0) is a high yielding, stable cultivar, 

developed by the University of Guelph and adapted to the Canadian mega-environment 

whereas Heinong 38 is a well-established elite cultivar developed and widely used in the 

Heilongjiang province of the People´s Republic of China. Both parents as well as five 

commercial varieties from either environment, OAC Huron, OAC Prodigy, 8903, 

Tsarukogane and OAC Wallace, were used as controls.    

The second population was comprised of 131 lines at F4:7 stage derived from the 

cross between Pioneer 9071 and # 8902. Pioneer 9071 is a high yielding cultivar well 

adapted to the northern U.S. and Canada (MG=0.7), which was developed by Pioneer 

Hi-Bred, a DuPont Company. # 8902 is a high yielding soybean cultivar (MG=0) from 

Heilongjiang province of the People´s Republic of China. Both parents as well as eight 

commercial varieties from either country, Heinong 35, OAC Bayfield, AC Glengarry, 

OAC Oxford, OAC Wallace, OAC Champion, OAC Huron, and OAC Woodstock, were 

used as controls. Because of their elite nature, neither parents in both populations was 

considered a completed non-adapted PI. 

Both populations were grown in three hypothetical mega-environments: Ontario, 

Canada; Minnesota, United States and northeast China at different locations (Table 1.1). 

In Canada and United States, the experimental design was an RCBD Nearest Neighbor 
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with two replications while in China the experiment was arranged as a rectangular lattice 

design with two replications. The plot size was 1.5 x 5.5 m in the Canadian sites and 1.5 

x 2.4m in the U.S. sites, with four rows and 35 cm between-row spacing in all sites. For 

China, the plot size was 2.8 x 3m with four elevated ridges per plot planted at 70 cm 

between ridges in Harbin, while in Changchun plots were 2.4 x 3m with four rows 

separated by 60 cm between rows. Number of seeds per plot was adjusted based on 

germination rate in Canada and US, whereas in China seeding rate was set at 28 seeds 

per meter. Plots were harvested by machine in the Canadian and American 

environments while they were hand-harvested and machine-threshed in the Chinese 

environments. 

Phenotypic scoring, DNA extraction and PCR reaction  

Seed yield (kg/ha) was recorded per plot at each location and year and adjusted 

to 13% moisture. Genotypic data from the first population, OAC Millennium x Heinong 

38, generated by Palomeque et al. (2009) was used in this experiment. Tissue samples 

from the second population, Pioneer 9071 x # 8902, were collected from parents and 

RILs in Elora, ON, Canada during 2009, with the aid of a leaf puncher. Leaf discs were 

collected in pre-labeled 2.0 ml centrifuge tubes, transported on ice and freeze dried with 

a Labonco FreeZone® freeze dry system (Savant Moduly 0, Kansas City, MO, USA) to 

remove moisture and inactivate endogenous nucleases and then stored -80ºC. 

Genomic DNA was obtained from 10 to 15 stored leaf disks per line previously 

ground by FastPrep FP 120 (Savan Instruments Inc., Holbrook, NY). GenEluteTM Plant 

Genomic DNA Kit (SIGMA®, Saint Louis, MO, USA) was used for DNA extraction. A 

Nanodrop ND1000 Spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Technologies, Inc., Wilmington, DE, 

USA) was utilized to check the concentration and quality of each extraction. 
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For PCR reactions, the extracted DNA was diluted in a 1/100 proportion and 

stored as template DNA in a 96-well polypropylene plate at 4ºC. Reagents were 

combined in the following amounts in a 1.5 ml centrifuge tube: 1.5 μl 10 x PCR buffer, 1 

μl 3mM dNTPs, 1.5 μl 50 mM MgCl2 
Sigma, 2 μl primer forward and 2 μl primer reverse, 

0.4 μl 2.5U/µl Taq Sigma, 3 μl 10 ng/μl gDNA and 3.6 μl of deionized and distilled water. In 

a 96-well PCR plate, 12 μl of master mix (combination of reagents previously described) 

and 3 μl of template DNA were placed in each wall and spun in a centrifuge (Hermle 

Z180M, Labnet, Edison, NJ, USA). Finally, 12 μl of mineral oil was added on each plate 

to prevent evaporation.  

PCR reactions were performed in the 96-well RoboCycler® (Stratagene, La Jolla, 

CA, USA) with a amplification program consisting of 2 min at 95ºC, followed by 35 cycles 

of denaturation at 95ºC for 1 minute, annealing at 47ºC for 1.5 minutes, and extension at 

68ºC during 1.5 minutes. A final extension step of 72ºC for 5 minutes was set and the 

finished reaction mixture was held at 4ºC. Amplification products were separated by 

electrophoresis on a 4.5% Metaphor® high resolution agarose gel (Bio Whittaker 

Molecular Applications, Rockland, ME, USA) using a Sunrise TM 96 Horizontal 

Electrophoresis Apparatus (Gibco BRL, Life technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) with 115-

130M Amps/volts of current supplied by an EC105 Electrophoresis Power Supply 

(ThermoEC, Holbrook, NY). DNA bands were visualized under UV light after staining 

with ethidium bromide. 

The University of Guelph SSR library available consisted of 450 SSR primer 

pairs selected from the integrated soybean genetic map (Cregan et al. 1999), which 

covered approximately equidistantly the 20 soybean genetic linkage groups. Both 

parental lines of the Pioneer 9071 x # 8902 population were screened with the available 
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SSR markers and the ones that were polymorphic between the parents were used to 

genotype the entire RIL population.  

Linkage mapping and QTL analysis 

The linkage map from OAC Millennium x Heinong 38 population created by 

Palomeque et al. (2009) was used in this study for QTL analysis (Figure 1.1). A new 

map was obtained for the second population, using JoinMap 4® program (van Ooijen, 

2004a). Segregation distortion was calculated to determine the departure from the 

expected 1:1 radio. Since segregation distortion can be considered as a normal 

phenomenon in wide crosses such as the ones used in this study, only the markers that 

showed extreme segregation distortion were discarded. Extremely distorted markers had 

an excess of one homozygote allele and their ratio varied between 10:1 and 1:0 for each 

of the parents. The parameter that was used to group markers into LGs was 

recombination frequency. The mapping algorithm was regression and the mapping 

function selected was Kosambi´s (van Ooijen, 2004a). Nineteen linkage groups were 

generated in the second population (Figure 1.2). The mapping order and the distances 

among markers were similar to the Soybean Composite Map 2003 (Soybase, 2010).  

QTL were detected using a single factor ANOVA and interval mapping of 

MapQTL5® (van Ooijen 2004). The single factor ANOVA analysis was performed using a 

macro program from SAS ver. 9.1.3 (SAS Institute Inc., 2003) obtained from Dr. 

Elizabeth Lee of the University of Guelph (Guelph, Ontario, Canada). QTL were 

determined using interval mapping analysis (IM) of MapQTL5® (van Ooijen, 2004b) with 

a LOD score of 2.3 and 2.4, for the first and second population respectively. LOD score 

was calculated by performing a permutation test using MapQTL5® (van Ooijen 2004b) 

with a set of 10,000 interactions. The type I error (α) was set at 0.05. 
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Statistical analysis 

The variation in seed yield for the Canadian and American data within a test 

location and year was analyzed using the protocol for nearest neighbor RCBD of 

Agrobase Software (Agronomix Software Inc., Winnipeg, MB, Canada). The variation in 

yield for the Chinese experiments was partitioned into effects of genotype, replications 

and incomplete blocks within replications using PROC MIXED procedure from SAS ver. 

9.1.3 (SAS Institute Inc., 2003) for a rectangular lattice design (Bowley, 1999). 

Replications and blocks within replications were considered to be random variables. Test 

of residuals was evaluated using PROC UNIVARIATE and PROC PLOT procedure from 

SAS ver. 9.1.3 (SAS Institute Inc., 2003). LSMEANS and PDIFF statements were used 

to calculate differences in RIL‟s means. Tukey´s multiple range comparison test was 

utilized for mean comparisons. Seed yield means were not averaged over years and 

locations since significant interactions were between genotypes and years and between 

genotypes and locations (Reinprecht et al. 2006). The type I error (α) was set at 0.05. 
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RESULTS 

Phenotypic evaluation 

In the Canadian mega-environment, the mean yield of the population derived 

from the cross between OAC Millennium and Heinong 38 was lower than the mean yield 

of the adapted parent (OAC Millennium), the non-adapted parent (Heinong 38) and the 

checks (Table 1.2) in Elora and St. Pauls in 2009 and 2010. For the second population, 

derived from the cross between Pioneer 9071 and # 8902, the mean yield of the 

population was also lower than the yield of the adapted parent (Pioneer 9071) and the 

mean of the checks in Elora in 2009 and 2010 and Woodstock in 2010. However, in 

Woodstock in 2009 and St. Pauls in 2010, the mean yield of the population was higher 

than the yield of the adapted parent (Pioneer 9071). In addition, the mean yield of the 

second population was higher in Elora 2009 but lower in Elora and Woodstock in 2010, 

than the mean yield of the non-adapted parent (# 8902) (Table 1.3).  

On average across Canadian environments, 15 RILs of the first population 

yielded significantly higher than the adapted parent. The mean of the top yielding lines 

was 40% higher than the yield of the Canadian parent OAC Millennium. In the second 

population, the number of RILs that significantly exceeded the yield of the adapted 

parent varied between 4 and 93, depending on the environment. The highest yielding 

lines yielded on average 45% more across environments than the adapted parent, 

Pioneer 9071. None of the lines from either population had higher yield than the adapted 

parent or the checks in Elora in 2010. A similar result was obtained for the RILs of the 

second population in St. Pauls in 2010 (Tables 1.2 and 1.3). 
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Eight RILs of the first population yielded significantly more than the mean checks 

on average across Canadian environments with the mean of the highest-yielding RILs 

being on average 40% higher than the checks´ mean. In the second population, an 

average of 17 RILs had a greater yield than the checks and the mean of the highest-

yielding lines exceeded the checks´ mean by approximately 35% (Tables 1.2 and 1.3). 

In the United States environments, the population means were lower than the 

adapted parent in both populations (OAC Millennium and Pioneer 9071), except at one 

location. At Rosemount, the RILs of the second population, Pioneer 9071 x # 8902, in 

2009 and the RILs of the first population, OAC Millennium x Heinong 38, in 2010 yielded 

more than the adapted parent. Moreover, the first population´s mean yield was lower 

than the mean yield of the non-adapted parent and the checks. The mean yield of the 

RILs derived from the second cross varied depending on the environment when 

compared to the mean of the non-adapted parent and the checks (Tables 1.2 and 1.3). 

The numbers of lines that significantly exceeded the yield of the adapted parents 

depended on the population, being 32 and 13 for the first and second population, 

respectively. The highest-yielding lines had an increment in seed yield of 36% and 50% 

compared to the adapted parent, for the first and second population, respectively. 

Related to the mean of the checks, 3 and 19 lines yielded significantly more than the 

mean of the checks used in the first and second populations, respectively. An increment 

in seed yield of 30% and 40% in the first and second population, respectively, was 

observed when compared the highest-yielding lines and the means of the checks 

(Tables 1.2 and 1.3).  

In the Chinese mega-environment, none of the RILs of the first population were 

observed to be significantly greater than the mean of the adapted parent (Heinong 38) or 
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the mean of the checks. The second population mean was inferior to the adapted parent 

(# 8902) at Harbin in 2010 but superior in Changchun, Jilin, in the same year. When 

compared to the mean of the non-adapted parent, the second population mean was also 

inferior. Only one line significantly exceeded the yield of the adapted parent at 15% at 

Harbin.  Eleven RILs had greater yield than the adapted parent in Changchun, Jilin, with 

highest-yielding lines having on average 88% higher yield than the adapted parent. Only 

two lines significantly exceeded the yield of the checks at both locations (Tables 1.2 and 

1.3). 

QTL analysis 

OAC Millennium x Heinong 38 RIL population 

Currently, there are 55 seed yield QTL reported in Soybase (2011). Two 

markers, Satt591 and Satt277, were significantly associated with seed yield across all 

mega-environments: Canada, United States and China when single-factor ANOVA and 

interval mapping were performed (Table 1.4). Satt591 was significantly associated with 

seed yield at two of the Canadian environments, at one U.S environment and at one 

Chinese environment. Satt591 is located on chromosome 5 (LG A1) based on the 

Composite Map 2003 (Cregan et al. 1999; Soybase, 2011) and explained between 7 and 

10% of the variation observed in seed yield across environments. The adapted parent, 

OAC Millennium, contributed the high-yielding allele to this QTL. 

Satt277 was also significantly associated with seed yield in all the environments 

in Canada, in two U.S. environments and in one Chinese environment. It was located on 

chromosome 6 (LG C2) and explained between 6.5 and 14% the seed yield variation 

http://soybeanbreederstoolbox.org/search/search_results.php?category=Soybase_ID&search_term=Cregan%20et%20al.%201999
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observed across environments. However, in this case the Chinese parent, Heinong 38, 

contributed the favorable allele. 

Eighteen QTL were associated with seed yield in two of the three mega-

environments. Four of those QTL were found in the Canadian and Chinese mega-

environments while the rest were found simultaneously across environments in Canada 

and the U.S. The QTL tagged by Satt100, located in chromosome 6 (LG C2), was the 

one that explained most of the variation observed in seed yield with an R2 that varied 

between 7 and 32.3 %, depending on the environment. It was identified as a QTL in all 

the Canadian environments as well as in two of the U.S. ones. 

In addition, 30 markers were associated with seed yield in only one mega-

environment, being significant in at least one macro-environment within the mega-

environment (Table 1.5). Palomeque et al. (2009a) defined those QTL as mega-

environment-specific QTL (QTLsp). 

In this RIL population, both parents contributed favorable alleles to the progeny. 

Among the QTL that were significant in two or more mega-environments, seven of them 

carried the high yielding allele from Heinong 38, which was the exotic parent in the 

Canadian and United States mega-environments while being the adapted parent in the 

Chinese one. The QTL linked to marker Satt273 inherited the high yielding allele from 

the Chinese parent, Heinong 38, during 2009 and from the Canadian parent, OAC 

Millennium, during 2010 in Canada and United States. This result could be attributed to 

more favorable environmental conditions in 2010 that resulted in a longer growing 

season than in 2009. There was more rain, higher temperature and humidity that could 

affect some physiological mechanisms that were reflected in differential expression of 

alleles at yield loci (Table 1.6). 
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The most frequent top ten high yielding lines across all mega-environments 

carried most of the high yielding alleles of the QTL that were present in two and three 

mega-environments. Line 26 was the most frequent line being among the top ten high 

yielding lines in 6 of 9 environments. It inherited 15 of 20 favorable alleles of the QTL 

that were identified in two and three mega-environment. The QTL tagged by marker 

Satt157 seemed to behave in a random fashion for the distribution of the high yielding 

allele. One possible explanation could be that its expression could be affected by the 

interaction of other markers. However, epistasis was beyond the scope of this study 

(Table 1.7). 

Pioneer 9071 x # 8902 RIL population 

In this population, Sat_341 was significantly associated with yield across all three 

mega-environments, significant in two of the Canadian environments, in one of the U.S. 

environments and in one of the Chinese ones. Sat_341 was located on chromosome 10 

(LG O) based on the Composite Map 2003 (Cregan et al. 1999; Soybase, 2011) and 

explained between 6.5 and 8.2 % of the variation observed in seed yield (Table 1.8). In 

this case, the high yielding allele was contributed by the Chinese parent, # 8902 (Table 

1.10). 

In addition, fourteen QTL were associated with seed yield in two of the three 

mega-environments. Seven of those QTL were found in the U.S. and Chinese 

environments, six in Canadian and U.S. environments and only one marker was found to 

be significant in both Canada and China (Table 1.8). Among those QTL, nine carried the 

high yielding allele from # 8902, that was the exotic parent in the Canadian and United 

States mega-environments while is the adapted parent in the Chinese one (Table 1.10).   

http://soybeanbreederstoolbox.org/search/search_results.php?category=Soybase_ID&search_term=Cregan%20et%20al.%201999
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Satt005 and Satt600 were mapped very closely with an estimated distance 

between them of 0.12 cM in the published composite map 2003 (Cregan et al. 1999; 

Soybase, 2011). The QTL that was flanked by those markers was the one that explained 

most of the variation observed for seed yield in this population, with an R2 that varied, 

depending on the location, between 5.3 and 13.2%. The Chinese parent contributed the 

high yielding allele for this QTL. 

In this population, line 132 ranked first among the most frequent top ten high 

yielding lines in 6 of 11 environments and contained all the expected favorable alleles for 

the QTL that were detected in two and three mega-environment. The rest of the lines in 

the rank carried most of the beneficial alleles of yield QTL that were detected in two and 

three mega-environments, inheriting from 7 to 13 of the high yielding alleles (Table 

1.11). 

Furthermore, thirty-seven markers were associated with seed yield in only one 

mega-environment, being significant in at least one macro-environment within the mega-

environment (Table 1.9). Both parents contributed favorable alleles to the progeny (data 

not shown).  

Genetic similarities between populations 

Since both populations were mapped with the same markers, the yield QTL in 

common between them was estimated.  Satt600 was found to be a seed yield QTL in 

both genetic backgrounds at one location in Canada and one in China, in the first 

population. For the second population, it was significant at two locations in the United 

States and one in China. The Chinese parents, Heinong 38 and # 8902, contributed the 

high yielding allele for the first and second population, respectively.  

http://soybeanbreederstoolbox.org/search/search_results.php?category=Soybase_ID&search_term=Cregan%20et%20al.%201999
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Satt263, located on chromosome 15 (LG E), was also detected as seed yield 

QTL in both populations in the Canadian and U.S. environments. In this case, the high 

yielding allele was contributed by the Canadian parent, OAC Millennium, in the first 

population, while it came from the Chinese parent, # 8902, in the second population. 

Even though Satt277 and Satt100, located on chromosome 6 (LG C2), tagged 

two important seed yield QTL only in the first population, a seed yield QTL linked to the 

marker Satt365, which mapped in the same region of the same linkage group, was found 

in the second population. Marker Satt277 was also associated with seed yield in the 

second population but only in Lamberton in 2009. The distance between Satt277 and 

Satt100 was estimated at approximately 7 cM in the published composite map 2003 

(Cregan et al. 1999; Soybase, 2011). Satt365 was located on the same linkage group, 

between those two markers, with an approximately distance of 4 cM from Satt277 and 2 

cM to Satt100, based on the composite map (Cregan et al. 1999; Soybase, 2011) which 

indicated the importance of this region of chromosome 6 (LG C2) for breeding purposes. 

The Chinese parent contributed the favorable allele for these markers in both 

populations. 
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DISCUSSION 

From an agricultural standpoint, plants are considered better adapted to a 

particular region than others when they have higher seed yield and seed quality than 

other individuals in certain environments (Cooper and Byth, 1996). As a result, one of 

the most important goals of soybean breeders is to increase yield in different 

environments. For decades, yield improvements have been achieved through 

conventional breeding using elite lines as parents, which could lead to diminishing gains 

due to genetic similarities among cultivars (Manjarrez-Sandoval et al. 1997; Sneller, 

1994; Ude et al. 2003).  

Plant introductions may increase genetic variability and lead to greater gains 

from selection (Thompson and Nelson, 1998) but they are used less readily partly 

because of the presence of some deleterious alleles that could affect yield performance 

(Vello et al. 1984, Smalley et al. 2004). However, several studies demonstrated that 

plant introductions are a rich source of favorable alleles that could improve different 

agronomic traits such as yield (Li et al. 2001a, b; Concibido et al. 2003).  

Since modern Asian cultivars represent a potential reservoir of new alleles for 

improving soybean yields. Palomeque et al. (2009a) tested a population derived from the 

cross of Canadian and Chinese soybean elite lines, OAC Millennium and Heinong 38, at 

each of the mega-environments where these parents originated. In this way, the authors 

attempted to understand how relevant high yield QTL behaved under different mega-

environments. Seven seed yield QTL were found in this population but none of them 

were validated in a second population derived from a cross between Pioneer 9071 and # 

8902, a Canadian and a Chinese line, respectively (Palomeque et al. 2010). Following 

the same trend, both populations were tested in this study at different locations in 
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Ontario, Canada; in Heilongjiang and Jilin, provinces of China and in a new mega-

environment, Minnesota, United States, with the objective of finding additional seed yield 

QTL across one, two and three environments and in both populations to develop new 

strategies that facilitate the introgression of high yielding alleles. 

In both populations and in most of the environments, the RIL population yield 

means were lower than that of the adapted parents. Similar results were reported by Orf 

et al. (1999a). However, several lines exceeded the yield of the adapted parents. Among 

them, the most frequent top ten high yielding lines across all mega-environments in both 

populations carried most of the beneficial alleles for seed yield QTL that were significant 

in two or three mega-environments. This suggests that PI alleles could be introduced 

from different germplasm sources without a yield penalty for use as potential sources to 

increase genetic variability leading to higher and potentially more sustainable yields. 

The use of molecular markers has facilitated the identification of quantitative trait 

loci and has also improved the accuracy of selection (Concibido et al. 2003). Brummer et 

al. (1997) suggested that QTL needed to be stable across environments to be useful in 

breeding programs and that breeders should be careful about incorporating 

environmental sensitive QTL into their cultivars unless they work in specific 

environments. We assessed stability by evaluating both populations across different 

mega-environments. For the population derived from the cross between OAC Millennium 

and Heinong 38, the marker Satt591 was significantly associated with seed yield in at 

least one location of each of the three mega-environments. It was previously associated 

with oil concentration in a bi-parental cross between Essex and Williams (Hyten et al. 

2004) and also with maturity (Panthee et al. 2007). The QTL associated with the marker 

Satt277 was also identified in the three mega-environments in this first population and 
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was previously reported in the same population associated with seed yield, 100 seed 

weight, pods per plant, pods per node, height, R1, R5 and R8 in the same population at 

the Canadian and Chinese mega-environments by Palomeque et al. (2009 a, b). It was 

also identified as a QTL associated with lodging, seed weight, plant height, yield per 

plant height (Orf et al. 1999a), seed yield (Orf et al. 1999a, b; Reinprecht et al. 2006, 

Smalley et al. 2004, Specht et al. 2001), oil and protein concentration (Reinprecht et al. 

2006) in other populations. In the second population, derived from the cross between 

Pioneer 9071 and # 8902, the QTL at Sat_341 was the only one that was significantly 

associated with yield across all mega-environments. There was no previous report of 

QTL linked to Sat_341 (Soybase, 2011). Our results provide a better understanding of 

how QTL behave under specific environments relative to the adaptation area of each 

parent. We attempted to determine the value of these markers/QTL in breeding 

programs for further studies based on their environmental stability. 

Eighteen and fourteen QTL were associated with seed yield in two of three 

mega-environments in the first and second population, respectively. Four of them were 

previously reported by Palomeque et al. (2009a) as universal QTL in the first population 

in the Chinese and in the Canadian environments. However, in this study, those QTL 

were only identified in the Canadian and in the U.S. mega-environments. In particular, 

Satt259 was detected by the same authors (Palomeque et al. 2009a) as a specific seed 

yield QTL in the Canadian mega-environment while in this study it was not only found in 

that mega-environment but also in the U.S. Among the markers that were detected in 

two of the three mega-environments, the QTL tagged by Satt100 and by Satt005-

Satt600 were the ones that explained most of the variation observed in seed yield in the 

first and second population, respectively. Satt100 was previously associated with yield in 

OAC Millennium x Heinong 38 population as well as with pods per plant, pods per node, 
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height, R1, R5, R8 and oil content in both the Chinese and Canadian mega-

environments. It was reported as the one that explained most of the seed yield variation 

in that population (Palomeque et al. 2009a,b). In the second RIL group, Satt600 was 

previously associated with partial resistance to Phytophthora sojae (Burnham et al. 

2003). In both cases, the high yielding allele came from the PI-derived parent, which 

demonstrates once again that high yielding alleles can be successfully introduced 

without penalty. 

In general, different QTL were found in particular populations due to differences 

in their genetic backgrounds (Brummer et al. 1997). However, QTL are generally more 

useful for breeders if they are found across different populations. Fasuola et al. (2004) 

supported the necessity of validating QTL in different populations to increase the 

spectrum of application for such markers in breeding programs. The universal and 

specific QTL that Palomeque et al. (2009a, b) found in the population OAC Millennium x 

Heinong, were not validated in a second population, derived from the cross between 

Pioneer 9071 and # 8902, even though the parental lines in both groups were Canadian 

and Chinese elite lines. Since in the current study, both populations were evaluated with 

the same markers, we had the opportunity to identify two seed yield QTL, Satt600 and 

Satt263 that were identified in both genetic backgrounds. Satt600 was previously 

reported, explaining most of the seed yield variation in the second population. QTL 

tagged by marker Satt263 was detected in both populations and was previously 

associated with nitrogen accumulation at growth stage R5 and R6 (Panthee et al. 2004) 

and with seed weight (Soybase, 2011). In addition, it is important for breeders to give 

special attention to the region tagged by markers Satt277, Satt365 and Satt100 on 

chromosome 6 (LG C2), as in both populations this genomic region carried alleles with 

important yield effects. Furthermore, the QTL were reported previously in this region as 
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being related with seed yield, as well as with other traits in different genetic backgrounds 

(Orf et al. 1999a; Smalley et al. 2004; Reinprecht et al. 2006; Palomeque et al. 2009a). 

In summary, a number of markers-QTL were significantly associated with seed 

yield across the three, two or just one mega-environment. Some of them were also 

found across both populations. Both the environmental and genetic stability of QTL play 

an important role in breeding as they could affect the success of introgression of exotic 

alleles into adapted germplasm. For all these markers, both parents contributed their 

respective alleles to the progeny and the ratio varied between populations. The 

importance of both gene pools, Canadian and Chinese, is denoted in this study. They 

represent a special source of beneficial alleles that could contribute to increase 

variability and lead to further increments in soybean yields both in North America and in 

China. Further studies should focus on inter-mating different lines from these major 

sources with the objective of discovering new recombination events that could benefit 

soybean breeding programs. 
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Table 1.1 Location of field experiments in three hypothetically different mega-

environments during 2009 and 2010 using two Canadian by Chinese soybean 

populations.  

 

Year Province/State Country 

          Populations 

OAC Millennium x Heinong 38 Pioneer 9071 x # 8902 

Locations 
a
 Locations 

a
 

2009 Ontario, Canada Elora Elora 

St Pauls Woodstock 

Minnesota, USA Lamberton Lamberton 

Rosemount Rosemount 

2010 Ontario, Canada Elora Elora 

St Pauls St Pauls 

 Woodstock 

Minnesota, USA Rosemount Lamberton 

 Rosemount 

Heilongjiang, China Harbin Harbin 

Jilin, China Changchun Changchun 

a Elora (43.641044N, 80.405674W), Woodstock (43.18065N; 80.77995W) and St Pauls 

(43.16816N; 81.01497W), Lamberton 2009 (44º13'56.63N; 95º18'09.73W), Lamberton 2010 
(44º14'22.43 N; 95º18'18.43 W), Rosemount 2009 (44º43'41.76N; 93º06'06.53 W), Rosemount 
2010 (44º43'04.30N; 93º06'25.18 W), Harbin (45º45'N; 126º36'E), Changchun (43º19'29.97N; 
93º06'06.53 E). 
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Table 1.2 Least square means and standard error for seed yield of OAC Millennium (Canadian parent) and Heinong 38 (Chinese 

parent), the checks, and the recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from them. The numbers of RILs that significantly exceeded the 

yield of the adapted parent as well as the checks based on the least square difference (α=0.05) were also included. The experiments 

were grown across three different mega-environments: Ontario, Canada; Minnesota, United States; and Heilongjiang and Jilin, China 

during 2009 and 2010. 

 

Macro-environment Seed yield means ± SE (kg/ha) 

Location Year                  Parent Checks                                          RIL population 

  OAC 
Millennium 

Heinong 38  Mean Maximum Minimum RILs > AP
a 

RILs > C
b
 

Canada 
         

   Elora 2009 2351 ± 26.6 2131 ± 75.3 2741 ± 90.8 2281 ± 102.7 3684 ± 218.8 266 ± 77.7 36 14 

 
2010 3841 ± 116.8 3929 ± 252.8 4329 ± 221.4 3387 ± 203.5 4539 ± 321.0 1574 ± 641.1 0 0 

   St. Pauls 2009 2524 ± 290.9 2569 ± 114.4 2755 ± 254.8 2386 ± 259.5 4062 ± 114.9 322 ± 168.3 2 2 

 
2010 4368 ± 203.9 4268 ± 232.4 4789 ± 150.5 3847 ± 134.1 5120 ± 115.9 1244 ± 190.9 7 0 

United States 
        

  Lamberton 2009 2460 ± 78.3 2655 ± 18.8 2612 ± 155.7 2281 ± 172.3 3542 ± 190.3 614 ± 62.1 17 2 

  Rosemount 2009 2208 ± 53.1 2245 ± 387.4 2308 ± 143.6 1883 ± 159.2 3230 ± 315.2 377 ± 32.2 21 3 

 
2010 2177 ± 57.1 3067 ± 88.9 2994 ± 176.4 2487 ± 133.5 3499 ± 269.7 1544 ± 341.7 57 4 

China 
         

  Harbin 2010 1917 ± 389.9 1625 ± 82.1 1483 ± 224.9 1441 ± 171.1 1882 ± 96.9 966 ± 86.1 0 0 

  Changchun 2010 2764 ± 78.4 2694 ± 70.9 2372 ± 277.4 2453 ± 173.1 3206 ± 72.8 1733 ± 72.5 0 0 

a RILs > AP: Number of RILs that significantly exceeded the yield of the adapted parent based on the least square difference 
(α=0.05). 
b RILs > C: Number of RILs that significantly exceeded the yield of the checks based on the least square difference (α=0.05). 
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Table 1.3 Least square means and standard errors for seed yield of Pioneer 9071 (Canadian parent) and # 8902 (Chinese parent), 

the checks, and the recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from them. The numbers of RILs that significantly exceeded the yield of 

the adapted parent, as well as the checks based on the least square difference (α=0.05) were also included. The experiments were 

grown across three different mega-environments: Ontario, Canada; Minnesota, United States and Heilongjiang and Jilin, China 

during 2009 and 2010. 

 

Macro-environment Seed yield means ± SE (kg/ha) 

Location Year Parent Checks RIL population 

 

 

 Pioneer 9071 # 8902  Mean Maximum Minimum RILs > AP
a
 RILs > C

b
 

Canada 
         

   Elora 2009 2596 ± 203.8 2859 ± 30.3 2837 ± 99.1 2009 ± 124.3 3349 ± 127.9 165 ± 74.5 4 2 

 
2010 4003 ± 12.5 2593 ± 242.1 3807 ± 125.9 3148 ± 137.9 3950 ± 226.2 2110 ± 161.1 0 0 

   Woodstock 2009 1158 ± 77.8 2018 ± 42.8 1965 ± 104.3 2017 ± 165.5 3318 ± 192.4 430 ± 248.8 93 31 

 
2010 4662 ± 98.9 3556 ± 77.9 4391 ± 378.6 4100 ± 152.1 5893 ± 683.4 2518 ± 231.5 34 19 

    St Pauls 2010 3999 ± 508.9 4154 ± 99.9 4155 ± 209.7 4181 ± 308.6 5031 ± 74.7 3179 ± 65.2 0 0 

United States 
         

   Lamberton 2009 2408 ± 117.5 2603 ± 262.1 2347 ± 180.3 2272 ± 178.2 3272 ± 289.2 927 ± 21.6 9 10 

 
2010 3327 ± 237.6 3004 ± 140.2 2877 ± 151.9 3097 ± 128.3 4201 ± 62.4 1071 ± 260.5 3 36 

   Rosemount 2009 1666 ± 140.2 1816 ± 181.1 1725 ± 55.6 1814 ± 117.4 2755 ± 128.6 664 ± 69.1 41 31 

 
2010 2597 ± 27.5 1911 ± 221.6 2674 ± 88.4 2470 ± 138.4 3374 ± 348.3 1570 ± 32.2 2 1 

China 
         

   Harbin 2010 2066 ± 117.2 2125 ± 69.6 1602 ± 168.7 1870 ± 198.4 2435 ± 69.6 1298 ± 81.1 1 2 

   Changchun 2010 2537 ± 165.2 1737 ± 86.9 2460 ± 158.6 2221 ± 157.2 3271 ± 84.5 1238 ± 106.3 11 2 

a RILs > AP: Number of RILs that significantly exceeded the yield of the adapted parent based on the least square difference 
(α=0.05). 
b RILs > C: Number of RILs that significantly exceeded the yield of the checks based on the least square difference (α=0.05). 
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Table 1.4 Seed yield QTL identified by single factor ANOVA and interval mapping (IM) in a minimum of one macro-environment in at 

least two mega-environments in a recombinant inbred population derived from the cross between a Canadian and a Chinese elite 

soybean line, OAC Millennium x Heinong 38, respectively. The trials were conducted across different environments in Ontario, 

Canada; Minnesota, United States and Heilongjiang and Jilin, China during 2009 and 2010. 

 

Marker 

C
h

ro
m

o
s

o
m

e
 

n
u

m
b

e
r 

Mega-environment 

Canada 
 

United States 
 

China 

ANOVA 
 

IM Env 
a
 

 
ANOVA 

 
IM Env 

a
 

 
ANOVA 

 
IM Env

a
 

P value R² 
 

QTL 
b
 LOD 

  
P value R² 

 
QTL

b
 LOD 

  
P value R² 

 
QTL 

b
 LOD 

 

Satt364 5 <0.01 13.8 
 

- - E09 
 

0.02 9.7 
 

- - L09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 

  
<0.01 23.0 

 
- - P09 

 
<0.01 16.1 

 
2.5 12 R09 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

  
0.03 8.1 

 
- - P10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt591 5 0.04 6.8 
 

- - E09 
 

<0.01 10.2 
 

- - R09 
 

<0.01 9.8 
 

- - C10 

  
0.01 9.8 

 
- - P09 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt155-073 5 0.02 8.1 
 

- - P09 
 

0.02 8.3 
 

- - R09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 

Satt139 4 0.01 9.6 
 

- - E09 
 

<0.01 10.7 
 

- - R09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 

  
<0.01 13.6 

 
- - P09 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

  
0.04 6.7 

 
- - E10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

  
<0.01 15.9 

 
3.0 13.8 P10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt277 6 0.02 6.4 
 

- - E09 
 

<0.01 9.0 
 

- - L09 
 

<0.01 11.3 
 

- - H10 

  
<0.01 14.0 

 
- - P09 

 
<0.01 12.9 

 
- - R09 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

  
<0.01 9.1 

 
- - E10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

  
0.01 7.1 

 
- - P10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt100 6 <0.01 13.2 
 

- - E09 
 

<0.01 16.7 
 

- - L09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 

  
<0.01 13.8 

 
- - P09 

 
<0.01 32.3 

 
- - R09 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

  
0.04 6.8 

 
- - E10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

  
<0.01 17.3 

 
- - P10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt307 6 0.03 5.1 
 

- - P09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 
 

<0.01 8.3 
 

- - C10 

  
0.03 5.3 

 
- - E10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 
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Satt157 2 0.01 10.1 
 

2.9 10.4 E09 
 

0.04 7.2 
 

- - L09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 

Satt600 2 0.01 9.8 
 

- - E09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 
 

0.02 8.4 
 

- - C10 

Satt452 15 0.01 6.9 
 

- - E09 
 

<0.01 8.0 
 

- - R09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 

  
0.03 5.1 

 
- - P09 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt263 15 0.03 5.3 
 

- - E09 
 

0.02 6.2 
 

- - R09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 

Satt114 13 0.03 7.8 
 

- - P10 
 

<0.01 10.3 
 

- - L09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 

Satt394 18 0.02 6.1 
 

- - E09 
 

0.03 5.3 
 

- - L09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 

Satt288 18 0.04 6.8 
 

- - E10 
 

- - 
 

- - - 
 

0.01 9.3 
 

- - C10 

Satt496 20 0.04 6.8 
 

- - E09 
 

0.04 6.7 
 

- - R09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 

  
0.04 6.9 

 
- - P10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt162 20 <0.01 11.6 
 

- - E09 
 

0.04 4.4 
 

- - R09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 

  
<0.01 10.1 

 
- - E10 

 
<0.01 7.8 

 
- - R10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

  
<0.01 8.6 

 
- - P10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt273 9 0.02 8.2 
 

- - P09 
 

<0.01 11.7 
 

- - L09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 
 

 
<0.01 13.2 

 
- - E10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

  
0.02 8.2 

 
- - P10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Sat_126 9 <0.01 14.3 
 

- - E09 
 

0.02 8.1 
 

- - L09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 

  
<0.01 10.7 

 
- - P09 

 
0.01 9.2 

 
- - R09 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

  
<0.01 15.2 

 
- - P10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt150 7 0.01 7.3 
 

- - E09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 
 

0.04 5.1 
 

- - H10 

  
0.01 7.6 

 
- - P09 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt259 10 <0.01 9.3 
 

3.2 11.4 E09 
 

<0.01 12.2 
 

2.61 12.2 L09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 

  
<0.01 7.3 

 
- - P09 

 
<0.01 21.6 

 
4.85 21.6 R09 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

  
<0.01 7.3 

 
- - P10 

 
0.02 5.7 

 
- - R10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

a
 Environments: (E09), Elora in 2009; (P09), St. Pauls in 2009; (E10), Elora in 2010 and (P10) St. Pauls in 2010 in Canada; (L09), Lamberton in 

2009; (R09), Rosemount in 2009 and (R10), Rosemount in 2010 in United States; (H10), Harbin in 2010 and (C10), Changchun in 2010 in China. 
b
 Percentage of the variation explained by the QTL. 
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Table 1.5 Seed yield QTL identified by single factor ANOVA and interval mapping (IM) in 

at least one macro-environment in only one mega-environment in a recombinant inbred 

population derived from the cross between a Canadian and a Chinese elite soybean line, 

OAC Millennium x Heinong 38, respectively. The trials were conducted across different 

mega-environments in Ontario, Canada; Minnesota, United States and Heilongjiang and 

Jilin, China during 2009 and 2010. 

 

Mega - 
environment 

Location Year Marker 
Chromosome 

number 

ANOVA IM 

P value R² QTL
b
 LOD 

Canada Elora 2009 Satt194 4 0.02 6.4 - - 

   
Satt095 2 0.03 8.1 2.4 8.7 

   
Satt345 10 - - 2.4 8.5 

  
2010 Satt194 4 0.02 5.6 - - 

   
Satt343 13 0.03 7.9 - - 

   
Satt456 16 0.02 8.8 - - 

 
St. Pauls 2009 Satt063 14 0.03 5.5 - - 

   
Sat_131 18 <0.01 10.4 - - 

   
Sat_127 12 0.04 5.0 - - 

  
2010 Satt063 14 0.04 4.6 - - 

   
Satt194 4 0.04 4.8 - - 

United States Lamberton 2009 Satt046 9 0.04 7.2 - - 

   
SCT189 - 0.02 8.0 - - 

 
Rosemount 2009 Satt311 17 0.01 9.7 - - 

   
Satt528 17 0.02 8.7 - - 

   
Satt574 17 0.03 8.2 - - 

   
Satt543 17 0.04 7.4 - - 

   
Satt301 17 0.04 7.1 - - 

   
Sat_074 13 0.02 6.5 - - 

   
Satt046 9 0.03 7.7 - - 

  
2010 Satt134 6 0.03 8.1 - - 

   
Satt285 16 0.04 7.0 - - 

   
SCT46 - 0.03 8.0 - - 

China Harbin 2010 Satt409 8 0.02 6.8 - - 

   
Satt565 4 0.04 7.5 - - 

 
Changchun 2010 Satt316 6 0.03 7.8 - - 

   
Satt433 6 0.04 7.1 - - 

   
Sat_069 2 0.02 5.7 - - 

   
Satt231 15 0.03 7.7 - - 

   
Satt440 20 0.04 6.9 - - 

b
 Percentage of the variation explained by the QTL. 
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Table 1.6 Allelic means and parent contributing the high-yielding allele for markers linked to seed yield QTL identified in a 

recombinant inbred population derived from the cross between OAC Millennium and Heinong 38 present in a minimum of one macro-

environment of at least two mega-environments tested across different environments in Canada, United States and China during 

2009 and 2010. 
 

Marker 

Mega-environment 

Canada United States China 

CA
a 

CH
 

Parent 
allele 

Env
b CA

a 
CH Parent 

allele 

Env
b
 CA

a 
CH Parent 

allele 

Env
b
 

Mean SE Mean SE 

 

Mean SE Mean SE 

 

Mean SE Mean SE 

 
Satt364 2568 109.0 2019 89.2 CA E09 2473 170.5 2154 165.2 CA L09 - - - - - - 

 
2662 230.3 2085 260.2 CA P09 2124 178.4 1636 148.2 CA R09 - - - - - - 

 
4042 151.6 3732 116.2 CA P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt591 2411 108.8 2037 87.9 CA E09 2029 170.5 1643 144.8 CA R09 2538 155.5 2346 210.1 CA C10 
 

2539 215.1 2136 260.7 CA P09 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Satt155-073 2515 214.7 2158 262.4 CA P09 2009 166.6 1660 149.5 CA R09 - - - - - - 

Satt139 2059 105.4 2560 90.2 CH E09 1705 155.7 2112 162.2 CH R09 - - - - - - 

 
2173 234.3 2656 234.0 CH P09 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
3317 195.5 3564 194.7 CH E10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
3640 144.9 4158 121.0 CH P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt277 2105 95.2 2554 105.2 CH E09 2150 150.8 2559 233.9 CH L09 1397 169.3 1570 176 CH H10 

 
2171 242.6 2765 240.7 CH P09 1712 156.4 2199 142.7 CH R09 - - - - - - 

 
3326 191.0 3649 217.5 CH E10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
3718 134.3 4124 136.3 CH P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt100 2080 92.3 2723 120.3 CH E09 2133 168.8 2651 174.5 CH L09 - - - - - - 

 
2208 227.5 2750 249.2 CH P09 1657 151.8 2386 181.0 CH R09 - - - - - - 

 
3349 195.3 3560 189.6 CH E10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
3678 136.0 4255 137.6 CH P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt307 2244 222.1 2574 248.0 CH P09 - - - - - - 2335 181.2 2547 173.2 CH C10 
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3326 196.7 3557 197.0 CH E10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt157 2111 108.7 2525 89.3 CH E09 2297 168.1 2395 161.8 CH L09 - - - - - - 

Satt600 2028 96.4 2457 101.7 CH E09 - - - - - - 2378 164.3 2499 185.9 CH C10 

Satt452 2472 92.4 2060 110.7 CA E09 2047 158.5 1700 168.0 CA R09 - - - - - - 

 
2541 269.0 2223 192.6 CA P09 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt263 2432 89.2 2064 112.6 CA E09 2010 152.3 1705 164.7 CA R09 - - - - - - 

Satt114 3958 135.3 3789 132.8 CA P10 2419 186.4 2193 159.9 CA L09 - - - - - - 

Satt394 2441 100.6 2050 100.4 CA E09 2430 191.2 2145 149.1 CA L09 - - - - - - 

Satt288 3542 172.7 3290 208.5 CA E10 - - - - - - 2552 165.8 2373 189.4 CA C10 

Satt496 2496 99.4 2146 99.2 CA E09 2042 203.9 1784 133.5 CA R09 - - - - - - 

 
4010 165.8 3792 119.5 CA P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt162 2547 84.4 2009 112.9 CA E09 2004 177.2 1748 142.5 CA R09 - - - - - - 

 
3586 229.1 3273 168.4 CA E10 2618 124.4 2408 139.6 CA R10 - - - - - - 

 

4071 150.9 3668 122.6 CA P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt273 2294 249.7 2394 220.8 CH P09 2172 162.9 2385 201.9 CH L09 - - - - - - 

 
3419 192.9 3300 198.6 CA E10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
3818 140.4 3791 118.1 CA P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Sat_126 2494 90.8 1852 115.4 CA E09 2430 182.3 2053 165.5 CA L09 - - - - - - 

 
2564 225.4 2062 230.6 CA P09 2012 180.2 1614 123.5 CA R09 - - - - - - 

 
4075 122.6 3529 159.6 CA P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt150 2474 94.4 2048 114.3 CA E09 - - - - - - 1498 176.4 1392 157.7 CA H10 

 
2547 283.2 2159 176.2 CA P09 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt259 2049 102.6 2535 95.7 CH E09 2100 181.7 2537 163.2 CH L09 - - - - - - 

 
2207 217.7 2597 251.7 CH P09 1619 157.8 2191 160.0 CH R09 - - - - - - 

 
3694 125.6 4067 149.2 CH P10 2428 118.2 2609 151.1 CH R10 - - - - - - 

a
 Parent alleles: (CA), Canadian parent OAC Millennium and (CH), Chinese parent Heinong 38. 

b 
Environments: (E09), Elora in 2009; (P09), St. Pauls in 2009; (E10), Elora in 2010 and (P10) St. Pauls in 2010 in Canada; (L09), Lamberton in 

2009; (R09), Rosemount in 2009 and (R10), Rosemount in 2010 in United States; (H10), Harbin in 2010 and (C10), Changchun in 2010 in China. 
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Table 1.7 Ten-most frequent RILs that rank among the top ten yielding lines, derived from the cross OAC Millennium x Heinong 38 

and their contributing alleles at 20 marker loci linked to seed yield QTL detected in a minimum of one macro-environment of at least 

two mega-environments. Nine tests were conducted across different environments in Canada, United States and China during 2009 

and 2010. 
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Markers linked to seed yield QTL 

N
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Satt 
364 

Satt 
591 

Satt 
155-073 

Satt 
139 

Satt 
277 

Satt 
100 

Satt 
307 

Satt 
157 

Satt 
600 

Satt 
452 

Satt 
263 

Satt 
114 

Satt 
394 

Satt 
288 

Satt 
496 

Satt 
162 

Satt 
273 

Sat_ 
126 

Satt 
150 

Satt 
259 

High yield alleles 
a 

 

CA CA CA CH CH CH CH CH CH CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CH 

26 6 CA CA CA CH CH - 
b 

CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CH CA CA CA CH CH 15 
 

28 5 CA CA CA CH - CA CH CH CH CH CH CA CA CA CH CA - CA CA CA 15 

4 4 CH CH CH CH CH CH CH CA CH CA CA CH CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CH 15 

44 4 CA CA CA CH CA CA CA CH CA CA CA CH CH CA CH CA CA CA CH CH 12 

3 3 CH CH CH CA CH CH CH CA CH CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CH 15 

5 3 CA CA CA CA CH CH CH CA CH CA CA CA CA CH CA CA - CA CA CH 17 

15 3 - CA CA CH CH CH CH CA CH CA CA CA CH CA CH CH CH CA - CH 14 

20 3 CA CA CA CH CA CA CA CA CH CA CA CH CA CH CH CH CH CH CA CH 11 

62 3 CA CA CA CH CH CH CH CA CA CA CA CH CH CH CA CH CH CH CA CH 13 

70 3 CA CA CA CA CH CH CA CA CH CH CH CA CH CH CH CH CH CA CA CH 11 
a Parent alleles: (CA), Canadian parent OAC Millennium and (CH), Chinese parent Heinong 38. 
b Missing data is indicated by a dash (-) 
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Table 1.8 Seed yield QTL identified by single factor ANOVA and interval mapping (IM) in at least one macro-environment in a 

minimum of two mega-environments in a recombinant inbred population derived from the cross between a Canadian and a Chinese 

elite soybean line, Pioneer 9071 x # 8902, respectively. The trials were conducted across different environments Canada, United 

States and China during 2009 and 2010. 

Marker 

C
h

ro
m

o
s

o
m

e
 

n
u

m
b

e
r 

Mega-environment 

Canada 
 

United States 
 

China 

ANOVA   IM Env
a
 

 
ANOVA   IM Env

a
 

 
ANOVA   IM Env

a
 

P value R²   QTL
b
 LOD     P value R²   QTL

b
 LOD     P value R²   QTL

b
 LOD   

Satt50 5 - - 
 

- - - 
 

0.03 5.9 
 

- - L10 
 

0.04 5.2 
 

- - C10 

Satt599 5 0.03 5.7 
 

- - E09 
 

0.01 6.9 
 

- - R10 
 

- - 
 

- - - 
Satt365 14 0.01 8 

 
- - E10 

 
0.04 6 

 
- - R09 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

  
0.03 6.3 

 
- - W10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt179 1 - - 
 

- - - 
 

0.03 6.1 
 

- - R09 
 

0.03 6.7 
 

- - C10 
Satt436 1 0.01 7.1 

 
- - E09 

 
0.03 6.1 

 
- - R09 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

  
< 0.01 8.1 

 
- - W09 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt005-600 2 - - 
 

- - - 
 

0.03 5.8 
 

- - L10 
 

< 0.01 13.2 
 

2.5 9.1 C10 

  
- - 

 
- - - 

 
0.04 5.3 

 
- - R10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt579 2 - - 
 

- - - 
 

0.04 4.8 
 

- - L10 
 

< 0.01 11.5 
 

2.8 10 C10 
Satt301 17 0.01 8.0 

 
- - E09 

 
0.04 5.5 

 
- - R09 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt263 15 0.02 6.4 
 

- - E09 
 

< 0.01 10.2 
 

- - R09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 

  
- - 

 
- - - 

 
0.04 5.3 

 
- - L10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Sat120 13 - - 
 

- - - 
 

< 0.01 7.3 
 

- - L10 
 

0.01 5.3 
 

- - C10 

  
- - 

 
- - - 

 
0.04 3.4 

 
- - R10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

Satt199 18 0.02 7.4 
 

- - E09 
 

0.02 6.8 
 

- - R09 
 

- - 
 

- - - 
Sat113 19 0.01 8.3 

 
- - W09 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
0.03 5.9 

 
- - C10 

Satt540 7 - - 
 

- - - 
 

0.03 5.8 
 

- - L09 
 

0.02 7 
 

- - H10 
Satt435 7 - - 

 
- - - 

 
0.04 5.6 

 
- - L09 

 
0.04 6.1 

 
- - H10 

Sat_341 10 0.01 7.9 
 

- - P10 
 

0.03 6.4 
 

- - R09 
 

0.02 8.2 
 

- - C10 

  
0.02 7.4 

 
- - W10 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

 
- - 

 
- - - 

a
 Environments: (E09), Elora in 2009; (W09), Woodstock in 2009; (E10), Elora in 2010; (W10), Woodstock in 2010 and (P10), St. Pauls in 2010 in 

Canada; (L09), Lamberton in 2009; (R09), Rosemount in 2009; (L10), Lamberton in 2010 and (R10), Rosemount in 2010 in United States; (H10), 
Harbin in 2010 and (C10), Changchun in 2010 in China. 
b
 Percentage of the variation explained by the QTL. 
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Table 1.9 Seed yield QTL identified by single factor ANOVA and interval mapping (IM) in 

only one mega-environment in a recombinant inbred population derived from the cross 

between a Canadian and a Chinese elite soybean line, Pioneer 9071 x # 8902, 

respectively. The trials were conducted across different mega-environments in Canada, 

United States and China during 2009 and 2010. 
 

Mega- environment Location Year Marker 
Linkage 
group 

ANOVA IM 

P value R² QTL
a
 LOD 

Canada Elora 2009 Satt545 5 0.02 6.6 - - 

   
Satt464 17 < 0.01 9.6 - - 

   
Satt163 18 < 0.01 7.8 - - 

   
Satt309 18 < 0.01 9.7 - - 

   
Satt279 12 0.04 6.0 - - 

   
Satt1 9 0.04 5.2 - - 

  
2010 Satt184 1 0.02 6.4 - - 

   
Satt260 9 0.04 6.1 - - 

 
Woodstock 2009 Satt257 3 0.02 6.1 - - 

  
2010 Satt184 1 0.04 5.5 - - 

   
Satt231 15 0.02 6.2 - - 

   
Satt163 18 0.04 5.4 - - 

   
Satt238 19 < 0.01 11.5 - - 

   
Satt313 19 0.02 7 - - 

United States Lamberton 2009 Satt277 6 0.04 5.2 - - 

   
Satt463 7 0.03 5.7 - - 

   
Satt584 3 0.02 6.7 - - 

  
2010 Satt304 4 < 0.01 13.1 3.61 12.2 

   
Satt020 14 0.01 7 - - 

   
Satt531 1 0.04 3.5 - - 

   
Satt154 17 0.03 5.7 - - 

   
Satt510 13 0.03 4.1 - - 

 
Rosemount 2009 Satt174 5 0.04 5.3 - - 

   
Satt468 1 0.04 5.3 - - 

   
Satt459 2 0.02 6.9 - - 

   
Satt606 15 0.01 8.9 2.4 8.0 

   
Satt553 15 0.03 5.7 - - 

  
2010 Satt174 5 0.02 6.8 - - 

   
Satt371 6 0.01 7.4 - - 

   
Satt531 1 0.02 4.5 - - 

   
Satt451 20 0.01 8.1 - - 

China Harbin 2010 Satt139 4 0.02 7.5 - - 

   
Satt269 13 0.04 5.7 - - 

 
Changchun 2010 Satt428 2 < 0.01 11.4 2.7 9.6 

   
Satt274 2 0.02 7 - - 

   
Satt490 13 < 0.01 18.5 2.9 10.6 

   
Satt181 12 0.03 6.2 - - 

a
 Percentage of the variation explained by the QTL.
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Table 1.10 Allelic means and parent contributing the high-yielding allele for markers linked to seed yield QTL identified in a 

recombinant inbred population derived from the cross between Pioneer 9071 and # 8902 present in a minimum of one macro-

environment of at least two mega-environments tested across different environments in Canada, United States and China during 

2009 and 2010. 
 

Marker 

Mega-environment 

Canada United States China 

CA
a 

CH Parent 
allele 

Env
b
 CA CH Parent 

allele 

Env
b
 CA

a 
CH Parent 

allele 

Env
b
 

Mean SE Mean SE 
 

Mean SE Mean SE 
 

Mean SE Mean SE 
 

Satt50 - - - - - - 2999 135.3 3178 126.1 CH L10 2133 166.6 2306 144.9 CH C10 

Satt599 1964 131.3 1940 129.3 CA E09 1981 111.0 1729 124.3 CA R10 - - - - - - 

Satt365 3152 122.9 3205 152.0 CH E10 1717 109.4 1913 127.3 CH R09 - - - - - - 

 
4053 294.8 4321 283.1 CH W10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt179 - - - - - - 1763 129.9 1956 112.2 CH R09 2144 148.3 2326 168.7 CH C10 

Satt436 2095 137.7 1839 120.0 CA E09 1921 121.9 1717 113.9 CA R09 - - - - - - 
 

2149 171.5 1831 162.7 CA W09 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt005-600 - - - - - - 3129 122.1 3131 133.7 CH L10 2120 159.1 2357 151.5 CH C10 

 
- - - - - - 2412 128.8 2566 155.2 CH R10 - - - - - - 

Satt579 - - - - - - 3138 122.1 3149 125.7 CH L10 2123 161.3 2361 153.4 CH C10 

Satt301 1848 144.3 2182 114.2 CH E09 1739 112.4 1930 128.0 CH R09 - - - - - - 

Satt263 1913 115.7 2107 146.4 CH E09 1728 102.0 1937 136.8 CH R09 - - - - - - 

 
- - - - - - 3085 142.5 3128 119.4 CH L10 - - - - - - 

Sat120 - - - - - - 3218 138.4 3010 120.8 CA L10 2317 152.2 2150 166.9 CA C10 

 
- - - - - - 2546 162.5 2426 109.9 CA R10 - - - - - - 

Satt199 2083 137.0 1873 118.9 CA E09 1907 111.0 1759 129.0 CA R09 - - - - - - 

Sat113 2226 153.8 1877 182.2 CA W09 - - - - - - 2300 153.1 2142 154.9 CA C10 

Satt540 - - - - - - 2154 194.3 2378 165.5 CH L09 1805 194.9 1897 207.7 CH H10 

Satt435 - - - - - - 2129 215.6 2327 131.6 CH L09 1811 190.7 1897 204.4 CH H10 

4
6
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Sat_341 4067 166.8 4184 144.9 CH P10 1751 91.2 1936 139.6 CH R09 2135 147.2 2346 164.9 CH C10 

 
4068 293.0 4299 338.4 CH W10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

a
 Parent alleles: (CA), Canadian parent Pioneer 9071 and (CH), Chinese parent # 8902. 

b 
Environments: (E09), Elora in 2009; (W09), Woodstock in 2009; (E10), Elora in 2010; (W10), Woodstock in 2010 and (P10), St. Pauls in 2010 in 

Canada; (L09), Lamberton in 2009; (R09), Rosemount in 2009; (L10), Lamberton in 2010 and (R10), Rosemount in 2010 in United States; (H10), 
Harbin in 2010 and (C10), Changchun in 2010 in China. 
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Table 1.11 Ten-most frequent RILs that rank among the top ten yielding lines, derived from the cross Pioneer 9071 x # 8902 and 

their contributing alleles at 15 marker loci linked to seed yield QTL detected in a minimum of one macro-environment of at least two 

mega-environments. Eleven tests were conducted across different environments in Canada, United States and China during 2009 

and 2010. 
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Markers linked to seed yield QTL 

N
o
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f 
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a
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e
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s
 Satt 

50 
Satt 
599 

Satt 
365 

Satt 
179 

Satt 
436 

Satt 
005-600 

Satt 
579 

Satt 
301 

Satt 
263 

Sat 
120 

Satt 
199 

Sat 
113 

Satt 
540 

Satt 
435 

Sat_ 
341 

               
High yield alleles 

a 

CH CA CH CH CA CH CH CH CH CA CA CA CH CH CH 

132 6 CH CA CH CH CA CH CH CH CH CA CA CA CH CH CH 15 

130 5 CH CA CA CH - CH CH CA CH CA CA CH CA CA - 10 

2 4 CA CH CA CH CH CA CA CA CH CA CH CA CH CH CA 9 
8 

4 CH H CA CH CH CH CH CH CH CA CA - CH CH CH 13 

7 3 CH CH CH CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CH CH CA 11 

21 3 - - CH CA CA CH CH CA - CA - CH CH CH - 10 

53 3 CH CH CH CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA 9 

71 3 CA CA CH CH CH CA CA CH CA CH CA CH CH CH CA 7 

108 3 CH CA CA CH CH CH CH CA CH CH - CH CH CH CH 10 

112 3 CA CA CA CH CA CH CH CH - CH CH CH CH CH CH 10 
a
 Parent alleles: (CA), Canadian parent Pioneer 9071 and (CH), Chinese parent # 8902.  

b Missing data is indicated by a dash (-) 
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Figure 1.1 Partial linkage map developed by Palomeque et al. (2009a) from a recombinant inbred population derived from the cross 

between Canadian and Chinese soybean elite lines, OAC Millennium and Heinong 38, respectively. 
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Figure 1.1 (continued) 
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Figure 1.1 (continued) 
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Figure 1.2 Partial linkage map obtained from a recombinant inbred population derived from the cross between Canadian and 

Chinese elite soybean lines, Pioneer 9071 and # 8902, respectively. 
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Figure 1.2 (continued) 
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Chapter 2 

Adaptation to Mega-environments: Agronomic traits QTL in Canadian x Chinese 

soybean populations 
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ABSTRACT 

The variation observed in yield could be due to the variation observed in different 

agronomic traits that are correlated with yield and associated with mega-environment 

(ME) universal and specific yield QTL. In the previous chapter, two RIL populations 

derived from two different crosses between high-yielding Canadian cultivars and elite 

Chinese lines were analyzed. Two yield QTL (linked to markers Satt591 and Satt277) 

were identified by single factor ANOVA and interval mapping across all environments in 

the first cross, OAC Millennium x Heinong 38, while only one yield QTL (linked to marker 

Sat_341) was found in the second population derived from the cross between Pioneer 

9071 x # 8902. Eighteen and fourteen yield QTL were found in just two MEs, in the same 

two populations, respectively. The objective of this study was to evaluate the relationship 

between yield and yield component QTL across the three hypothetical MEs. The same 

two RIL populations utilized in the first part of this study were used in this experiment. 

Both populations were evaluated at different locations in Ontario, Canada; Minnesota, 

United States and Heilongjiang and Jilin, China during 2009 and 2010. Markers 

previously linked with seed yield QTL were used to genotype both populations. Most of 

the yield QTL were co-localized with a QTL associated with an agronomic trait in one, 

two or three mega-environments in one or in both populations. Results suggested that 

most of the variation observed in seed yield can be explained by the variation in different 

agronomic traits such a maturity, lodging and height. Novel alleles coming from plant 

introductions can favorably contribute, directly or indirectly, to seed yield and the 

utilization of QTL detected across one, two or three MEs would facilitate the 

introgression into breeding populations in both North America and China. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Plant breeders are especially interested in yield as it is one of the most important 

economic traits. The variation observed in yield could be due to the variation in different 

agronomic traits that are correlated with yield. Many agronomic traits, especially the 

ones related to reproductive stages like days to flowering or days to maturity, are 

important because of their strong influence on soybean performance and adaptation 

(Egli, 1998). Usually, multiple genes or QTL control those traits and their expression 

could vary depending on the environment.  

To combat the potential problem of limited genetic gains in soybean breeding 

programs, the introgression of new sources of germplasm appears to be a solution. This 

may increase genetic variability allowing better genetic gains from selection (Ude et al. 

2003). Several studies demonstrated that PI or exotic gemplasm, such as modern Asian 

cultivars, which are genetically different from North American gemplasm, represent an 

important reservoir of favorable alleles that can be used in breeding programs (Orf et al. 

1999b; Li et al. 2001 a, b; Concibido et al. 2003).  

As an example of the use of exotic germplasm and molecular tools to improve 

yield and yield components, Orf et al. (1999 a, b) compared two RIL population derived 

from „Minsoy‟ and „Archer‟, and „Noir 1‟ and Archer. Archer is an elite cultivar from North 

America (Cianzio et al. 1991) while Minsoy and Noir 1 are plant introductions (Mansur et 

al. 1996; Orf et al. 1999 a, b). QTL were identified for plant height, lodging, days to 

flowering and maturity, seed yield, seed weight, and seed oil and protein content. Many 

of the QTL identified in this study, have the beneficial alleles provided by the exotic 

parents. 
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In another study, Kabelka et al. (2004) found yield QTL that were associated with 

significant changes in days to maturity, in plant height, and in seed protein concentration 

in a population derived from a PI and an adapted cultivar. Using a population derived 

from Canadian x Chinese elite lines, Palomeque et al. (2009 b) found four yield QTL 

(tagged with markers Satt100, Satt277, Satt162 and Sat_126) that were detected across 

the Canadian and Chinese mega-environments. Those QTL were co-localized with QTL 

associated with different agronomic traits such as 100 seed weight, plant height, days to 

maturity and oil content.  

In summary, several studies confirmed that soybean PIs can be used for 

improving seed yield of soybean cultivars. Yield and agronomic traits that influence yield 

are the major concerns for farmers while food industries are more interested in seed 

quality. In both cases, the use of QTL can facilitate the introgression of favorable alleles 

into adapted germplasm.  

In the previous chapter (Chapter 1), two populations derived from two different 

crosses between Canadian and Chinese soybean elite lines (OAC Millennium x Heinong 

38 and Pioneer 9071 x # 8902) were tested across three hypothetical mega-

environments. The first population was previously used by Palomeque et al. (2009a). 

Two yield QTL (linked to markers Satt591 and Satt277) were identified by single factor 

ANOVA and interval mapping in the first population. However, only one yield QTL (linked 

to marker Sat_341) was found in the second population. Satt100 and Satt600 were also 

identified as seed yield QTL explaining the greatest amount of variation observed for 

seed yield in the first and second population, respectively. In addition, seed yield QTL 

tagged by marker Satt600 and Satt263 were found at both genetic backgrounds in only 

mega-environments. The rest of the yield QTL were present in the same two populations 

in just two mega-environments. Therefore, the objectives of this study were: i) To 
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evaluate the relationship between yield and yield components and seed quality 

parameters at both populations across three hypothetical mega-environments: Canada, 

northern US, and northeast China and ii) to determine if any seed yield QTL present in 

two or more mega-environments is co-localized with any agronomic trait QTL across the 

same three mega-environments. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Experimental design 

Two Chinese by Canadian soybean populations were used in this experiment. 

The first population consisted of 92 F4:7 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from a 

cross between OAC Millennium and Heinong 38 while the second population consisted 

of 131 lines at F4:7 stage that came from the cross Pioneer 9071 x # 8902. Both parents, 

as well as commercial varieties from each country, were used as controls. Data were 

collected from the same field trials that were described in Chapter 1.   

The experimental design was an RCBD with nearest neighbor adjustment and 

two replications in the Canadian and US trials, while the Chinese experiments were 

arranged as a rectangular lattice design with two replications. The plot size was 1.5 x 5.5 

m in the Canadian sites and 1.5 x 2.4 m in the US sites, with four rows and 35 cm 

between-row spacing in all of them. In Harbin, the plot size was 2.8 x 3m with four 

elevated ridges per plot with 70 cm between ridges, while in Changchun, plot size was 

2.4 x 3 m with four rows separated by 60 cm. Number of seeds per plot was adjusted 

based on germination rate in Canada and US, whereas in China the planting density 

was set at 28 seeds per meter. Plots were harvested by machine in the Canadian and 

US environments while they were hand-harvested and machine-threshed in the Chinese 

environments. 

Phenotypic scoring 

The following agronomic traits were recorded per plot at each location and year: 

emergence score taken 3 weeks after planting on a scale 0-10, where 0 correspond to 

no emergence and 10 to 100% emergence; days to maturity, as the number of days 
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from planting to the stage when 95% of the pods shows maturity color (R8) (Fehr et al. 

1971); lodging score (1 for no lodging to 5 for completely prostrate); plant height (in cm) 

and 100 seed weight (in grams). Each measurement was performed following the 

protocol detailed by Palomeque (2007). Percentages of oil and protein were analyzed 

per plot using a portable grain analyzer ZX50 (Zeltex, Inc., Hagerstown, MD, USA). 

Linkage mapping and QTL analysis 

Genotypic data from both populations generated as described in Chapter 1 was 

used in this study. The SSRs primers that were significantly associated with seed yield in 

the previous chapter in two or more hypothetical mega-environments were used for QTL 

analysis of each population.  

Quantitative trait loci for each trait were detected by using single-factor ANOVA 

that was performed using a macro program from SAS ver. 9.1.3 (SAS Institute Inc. 2003) 

obtained from Dr. Elizabeth Lee at the University of Guelph (Guelph, Ontario, Canada). 

The type I error ( ) was set at 0.05. 

Statistical analysis 

The variation of each trait within a test location and year was analyzed using the 

protocol for nearest neighbor RCBD design from Agrobase Software (Agronomix 

Software Inc., Winnipeg, MB, Canada) for the Canadian and U.S. data. For each trait, 

the Chinese data were partitioned into effects of genotype, replications and incomplete 

blocks within replications using PROC MIXED procedure from SAS ver. 9.1.3 (SAS 

Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA, 2003) for a rectangular lattice design (Bowley, 1999). 

Blocks within replications and replications were considered to be random variables. Test 

of residuals was evaluated with PROC UNIVARIATE and PROC PLOT procedure from 
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SAS ver. 9.1.3 (SAS Institute Inc. 2003). LSMEANS and PDIFF statements were used to 

calculate means. Tukey´s multiple range comparison test was utilized for means 

comparisons. Linear correlations between yield and yield traits were calculated using 

PROC CORR and PROC PLOT procedures. Seed yield means were not averaged over 

years, and locations since significant interactions could be observed between genotypes 

and years and between genotypes and locations (Reinprecht et al. 2006). The type I 

error ( ) was set at 0.05. 
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RESULTS 

Correlations between seed yield and agronomic traits 

Most of the agronomic traits were correlated with seed yield in the first RIL 

population derived from the cross between OAC Millennium and Heinong 38 (Table 2.1) 

as well as in the second population developed from the cross between the Canadian line 

Pioneer 9071 and the Chinese line # 8902 (Table 2.2). Maturity (R8 (Fehr et al. 1971)) 

was positively correlated with seed yield in seven out of nine, and in six out of eleven 

environments in the first and the second population, respectively. In the case of lodging, 

it was positively correlated with seed yield in four out of nine of the environments for the 

first population. However, the correlation was negative for most of the environments of 

the second population where the interactions between lodging and seed yield were 

significant. 

Plant height was also positively correlated with seed yield in five out of seven and 

in six out of nine environments in the first and second population, respectively. A 

negative correlation between this trait and seed yield was observed in one of the 

Chinese locations in the second population. Correlation between 100 seed weight and 

seed yield was significant for the first population in three of the nine environments being 

positive in one environment but negative in the other two. In the case of the second 

population, the correlation was positive for all environments where it was significant.  

Oil content was significantly associated with seed yield in just two U.S. 

environments in the first population. This association was inconsistent since it was 

positive in one but negative in the other one. In the second population, the correlation 

was negative at one location in the Canadian mega-environment, one location of the 
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U.S. mega-environment and one location in China. On the other hand, protein content 

was negatively correlated with seed yield at one, and at three locations in the first 

population and the second population, respectively. 

Agronomic traits QTL analysis 

Different agronomic traits QTL were found in each population. Each of them 

explained a different amount of the variation observed for the trait and their stability 

across environments varied depending on the QTL.  

Among the seed yield QTL that were significant across two and three mega-

environments, there was a strong and stable association across environments between 

maturity and marker Satt100 in the first population and Satt365 in the second population. 

Both markers detected on average the highest R2s with values that ranged between 9% 

and 70% for the first marker and between 8.5 and 18.3% for the second one. Maturity 

QTL Satt100 was identified across all the environments where the first population was 

tested while maturity QTL Satt365 was identified in eight out of eleven environments 

where the second population was tested.  

QTL Satt100 also explained most of the variation observed in lodging (average 

R2 = 19.1%), height (average R2 = 36.4%) and oil content (average R2 = 11%) in the first 

population, showing on average the highest R2s. Among all the markers tested, this QTL 

was the most stable, being significant in all environments for height, at seven and four 

out of nine environments for lodging and oil content, respectively. 

In the second population, lodging QTL Satt50 was the one that explained the 

highest portion of variation observed for this trait (average R2 = 9.1%) being the more 
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stable across environments. For height and oil content, the most significant and stable 

QTL across environments were the one tagged by Satt365 and by Satt435, respectively. 

In the case of 100 seed weight, QTL Satt277 and QTL Satt263 were the ones 

that had the highest R2s, with average values of 15.4% and 9.4 for the first and second 

marker, respectively. They were also the most consistent across environments for the 

first and second population, respectively. Finally, for protein content, QTL Satt288 and 

QTL Satt436 were the ones that explained most of the variation observed for this trait, 

with average R2s of 9.5 and 9.4, respectively. 

Association between seed yield QTL and agronomic traits QTL 

Satt591 was significantly associated with seed yield in the first population in two 

environments in the Canadian mega-environment and in one environment into the U.S. 

and Chinese mega-environments. This marker was also linked with a QTL associated 

with oil content that was found at one of the United States locations and explained 

approximately 11% of the variation found for this trait. It also co-localized with another 

specific QTL related to protein content at one of the Chinese environments explaining 

about 7% of the variation for this trait (Table 2.3).  

Satt277 was also significantly associated with seed yield in the first population in 

all the Canadian environments, in two of the U.S. environments and in one of the 

Chinese environments. This seed yield QTL also co-localized with two other QTL 

associated with maturity and plant height across all mega-environments. Satt277 was 

also linked to three QTL associated with lodging, 100 seed weight and protein in two of 

the hypothetical mega-environments, Canada and the U.S. It was significantly 

associated with oil only in the Canadian mega-environment (Table 2.3).  
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Satt100 was identified as a seed yield QTL in the Canadian and U.S. mega-

environments for the first population and it explained the greatest amount of variation 

observed for this trait (R2s varied from 7 to 32.3%). This marker overlapped other 

agronomic trait QTL such as lodging and 100 seed weight in the same two mega-

environments. Maturity, plant height and oil content were agronomic traits that were 

positively correlated with seed yield whereas the correlation was negative between 

protein content and seed yield. However, these traits were significantly associated with 

this marker across all three mega-environments.  

The rest of the yield QTL that were present in the first population in just two 

mega-environments also co-localized with other agronomic trait QTL associated with 

maturity, lodging, plant height, 100 seed weight, oil and protein content. They 

contributed directly or indirectly to seed yield.  

In the case of the second population, Pioneer 9071 x # 8902, all the markers that 

were significantly associated with seed yield in two or more mega-environments in the 

previous chapter also co-localized with other agronomic traits QTL (Table 2.4). In 

particular, Sat_341, located in chromosome 10 (LG O), was the only marker that was 

significantly associated with seed yield across the Canadian, the United States and the 

Chinese mega-environments. A significant association was only found for this marker 

with protein content in one of the Canadian environments (Table 2.4).  

Fourteen seed yield QTL were detected in the previous study in just two mega-

environments. All these markers were also linked to some agronomic trait QTL 

associated with maturity, lodging, plant height, 100 seed weight, oil and protein content 

at one, two or three mega-environments, depending on the marker and the trait. 
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Satt600 was detected as a seed yield QTL in both genetic backgrounds across 

some locations of Canada and China, in the case of the first population, and across 

some locations of U.S. and China in the second one. Satt600 was also detected as the 

seed yield QTL present in two or more mega-environments that explained the greatest 

amount of variation observed in seed yield in the second population. However, when this 

marker was compared with other agronomic traits, the results varied between 

populations. No agronomic traits were detected as co-localizing with this seed yield QTL 

in the first population while significant associations were found between this marker and 

maturity, lodging, plant height and oil content across different environments in the 

second population (Table 2.3 and 2.4).  

Satt263 was detected as a seed yield QTL in both populations in Canada and 

U.S. This marker was also linked to other QTL that appeared to be significantly 

associated with lodging in both genetic backgrounds in the Canadian mega-

environment. It was also significantly associated with maturity and protein content in the 

first and second population, respectively, in the Chinese mega-environment. Finally, this 

seed yield QTL co-localized with a QTL associated with 100 seed weight across all 

mega-environments (Table 2.3 and 2.4).       
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DISCUSSION 

The main objectives of this study were to analyze the correlations between yield 

and yield components and to determine the co-localization of agronomic trait QTL with 

any of the previously reported seed yield QTL that were detected in two or three mega-

environments. Maturity, lodging, plant height, 100 seed weight, protein and oil content 

were evaluated as agronomic traits that could affect the determination of seed yield. This 

chapter has compared quantitative traits in two different Canadian x Chinese genetic 

backgrounds across three hypothetical mega-environments. 

From the previous chapter (Chapter 1), it is important to highlight the importance 

of the QTL that were identified across the three mega-environments, the ones that 

explained most of the variation observed for seed yield in each population and the ones 

that were present in both genetic backgrounds. Yield QTL (linked to markers Satt591 

and Satt277) were identified by single factor ANOVA and interval mapping across all 

mega-environments in the first cross, OAC Millennium x Heinong 38. However, only one 

yield QTL (linked to marker Sat_341) was found in the second population derived from 

the cross between Pioneer 9071 x # 8902. Other important QTL were the ones tagged 

by Satt100 and by Satt600 that were identified as seed yield QTL explaining the greatest 

amount of variation observed for seed yield in the first and second population, 

respectively. In addition, seed yield QTL tagged by markers Satt600 and Satt263 were 

found in both genetic backgrounds, attesting to the importance and stability of these 

yield QTL.  

Seed yield was positively correlated with maturity in most of the environments 

and in both genetic backgrounds. Similar results were found by Palomeque et al. 

(2009b). Egli (1998) suggested that the length of the seed-filling period, or the number of 
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days the plant needs to mature, is an important determinate of yield of all grain crops, 

including soybean. Therefore, late maturity genotypes were expected to have higher 

seed yield than the early maturity ones since the length of the seed filling period is 

longer in the first ones than in the second ones. Maturity is under genetic control 

involved in the variation in the number of cells in the cotyledons (Egli et al. 1981). Since 

this is a quantitative trait, it is strongly influenced by the environment. In particular, the 

previously reported yield QTL tagged by Satt277 and Satt100 in the first population and 

by Satt365 in the second population were co-localized with a QTL related to maturity.  

These three markers were located in the same genomic region of chromosome 6 (LG 

C2) suggesting that this genomic area carried alleles with important maturity effects. As 

a result, the variation observed in yield could be related to the variation observed for the 

seed filling period duration. Satt277 and Satt100 QTL were previously reported 

associated with maturity in the first population by Palomeque (2009b). Orf et al. (1999a), 

Specht et al. (2001) and Wang et al. (2004) mapped maturity QTL on the same 

chromosome, number 6 (LG C2), where Satt277, Satt365 and Satt100 were located. 

Even though no significant association was found in this study between marker Satt591 

and maturity for the first population, there is a previous report of this association by 

Panthee et al. (2007).  

Lodging was negatively associated with seed yield while plant height was 

positively correlated with seed yield in both populations and in most of the environments. 

Therefore, tall plants with erect growth habit bear more seeds that contribute to increase 

seed yield. Similar results were found for the first population by Palomeque et al. 

(2009b) and by Orf et al. (1999a) for another population. Specht et al. (1999) suggested 

that improved lodging resistance should lead to better yields by improving canopy 

photosynthesis, light interception and gas exchange. Forty and ninety-seven QTL were 
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previously reported by other authors in Soybase for lodging and height, respectively 

(Soybase, 2011). In particular, the yield QTL that were previously reported linked with 

markers Satt277 and Satt100 in the first population, and with markers Satt600 and 

Satt263 in the second population, co-localized with lodging and height QTL. Kabelka et 

al. (2004), Orf et al. (1999a,b), Specht et al. (2001), Wang et al. (2004) and Li et al. 

(2008) also found a significant association between plant height and some markers 

located in chromosome 6 (LG C2), near the location of Satt100 and Satt277, suggesting 

that some genes that control plant height were likely located in this region.  

Seed weight is another important yield component in soybeans. Although some 

inconsistencies were found, 100 seed weight was positively correlated with seed yield in 

both populations and in the environments where the relation was significant. Therefore, 

large seed size can contributes favorably to seed yield. Similar results were reported by 

Palomeque et al. (2009b). In particular, yield QTL associated with markers Satt277 and 

Satt100 for the first population and with markers Satt600 and Satt263 in the second 

population co-localized with 100 seed weight QTL. The last seed weight QTL, Satt263 

was the one that explained the greatest variation (average R2= 9.4) and also is the most 

stable across environments. This marker was located in chromosome 15 (LG E) where 

other authors previously reported QTL associated with seed weight in other populations 

(Maughan et al. 1996; Mian et al. 1996; Orf et al. 1999a, b and Li et al. 2008).  

Regarding seed quality, there was strong evidence of a negative association 

between protein content and both oil concentration and seed yield across several 

genetic backgrounds (Burton et al. 1987; Wehrman et al. 1987; Palomeque et al. 

2009b). Similar results were found in this study for the correlation between protein 

content and yield but inconsistent ones for oil content and yield. In particular, seed yield 

QTL associated with markers Satt591, Satt277 and Satt100 also co-localized with 
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protein and oil percent QTL in the first population. These QTL were consistent with the 

previous reports for the same traits (Hyten et al. 2004; Reinprecht et al. 2006; 

Palomeque et al. 2009b) and could be inferred as a strong QTL. As was found in this 

study, Brummer et al. (2007) suggested that since both traits have been reported as 

negatively correlated, genes involved in protein and oil composition may have pleiotropic 

effect where the same markers were associated with both traits at the same time. 

Single-cross breeding scheme or backcross to a specific parent could be a solution for 

breeders when they try to enhance traits that have pleiotropic effects (Cober and 

Voldeng, 2000). Nevertheless, seed yield QTL tagged by markers Satt263 and Satt_341 

only co-localized with a protein QTL in the first and second population, respectively. In 

addition, seed yield QTL Satt600 co-located with oil content QTL in the second 

population. These markers would be useful for breeders since they were associated with 

just one trait so it will be possible to increase the desirable trait without being detrimental 

to the other one.  

The rest of the previously reported seed yield QTL across two and three 

environments were also linked with some agronomic traits QTL associated with maturity, 

lodging, plant height, 100 seed weight, oil and protein content in one, two or three mega-

environments, depending on the marker and the trait. Results suggested that most of the 

variation observed in seed yield could be explained by the variation observed in different 

agronomic traits. There were also some seed yield QTL that were not associated with 

any agronomic trait QTL, like yield QTL Sat_341 that co-located with protein content. 

This implied that some physiological process might be involved in the variation observed 

in seed yield for this marker. Further studies should include other agronomic traits 

related with seed yield. As a conclusion, novel alleles can be successfully introduced 

from plant introductions with the use of QTL that were present in one, two or three 
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mega-environments, which would facilitate their introgression into breeding populations 

in both North America and China.  
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Table 2.1 Correlation analysis between yield and other agronomic traits found in a population derived from a cross between Heinong 

38 and OAC Millennium across different environments in Canada, United States and China during 2009 and 2010. 

 

Year Mega-environment Location Maturity Lodging Plant height 100 seed weight Oil Protein 

2009 Canada Elora r= 0.44 NS 
a 

r= 0.63 ND
 b 

ND ND 

 
 

 
p < 0.01 

 
p < 0.01 

   

 
 St. Pauls NS r= 0.34 r= 0.61 r= -0.31 NS NS 

 
 

  
p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 

  

 
United States Lamberton r= 0.46 r= 0.34 ND r= -0.22 r= 0.23 r= -0.21 

 
 

 
p < 0.01 p < 0.01 

 
p= 0.03 p= 0.02 p= 0.04 

 
 Rosemount r= 0.76 r= 0.44 r= 0.81 NS r= -0.30 NS 

 
 

 
p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 

 
p < 0.01 

 
2010 Canada Elora r= 0.26 NS r= 0.30 NS NS NS 

 

 
 

p= 0.01 
 

p < 0.01 
   

 
 St. Pauls r= 0.41 r= 0.21 r= 0.65 NS NS NS 

 
 

 
p < 0.01 p= 0.03 p < 0.01 

   

 
United States Rosemount r= 0.27 NS ND NS NS NS 

 
 

 
p < 0.01 

     

 
China Harbin r= 0.29 NS NS r= 0.30 NS NS 

 
 

 
p < 0.01 

  
p < 0.01 

  

 
 Changchun NS NS NS NS NS NS 

a
 NS: correlation not significant (p > 0.05). 

b
 ND: no data, data could not be recorded. 
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Table 2.2 Correlation analysis between yield and other agronomic traits found in a population derived from a cross between Pioneer 

9071 and # 8902 across different environments in Canada, United States and China during 2009 and 2010. 

 

Year Mega-environment Location Maturity Lodging Plant height 100 seed weight Oil Protein 

2009 Canada Elora NS 
a 

NS r= 0.57 NS NS r= -0.20 

 
 

   
p < 0.01 

  
p= 0.02 

 
 Woodstock r= 0.35 NS r= 0.60 r= 0.28 r= -0.31 

 

 
 

 
p < 0.01 

 
p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 

 

 
United States Lamberton r= 0.22 NS ND 

b 
NS NS r= -0.21 

 
 

 
p= 0.01 

    
p= 0.02 

 
 Rosemount r= 0.35 r= 0.36 r= 0.58 r= 0.31 r= -0.27 NS 

 
 

 
p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 

 
2010 Canada Elora NS r= -0.23 NS r= 0.21 NS NS 

 
 

  
p= 0.008 

 
p= 0.02 

  

 
 St. Pauls NS NS NS r= 0.35 NS NS 

 
 

    
p < 0.01 

  

 
 Woodstock r= 0.19 r= -0.18 r= 0.20 r= 0.34 NS r= -0.18 

 
 

 
p= 0.03 p= 0.04 p= 0.02 p < 0.01 

 
p= 0.03 

 
United States Lamberton r= 0.29 NS r= 0.20 NS NS NS 

 
 

 
p < 0.01 

 
p= 0.02 

   

 
 Rosemount NS r= -0.44 ND NS NS NS 

 
 

  
p < 0.01 

    

 
China Harbin r= 0.32 NS r= 0.21 r= 0.20 r= -0.21 NS 

 
 

 
p < 0.01 

 
p= 0.02 p= 0.02 p= 0.02 

 

 
 Changchun r= -0.31 r= -0.48 r= -0.32 NS NS NS 

 
 

 
p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 

   
a
 NS: correlation not significant (p > 0.05). 

b
 ND: no data, data was not recorded. 
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Table 2.3 Maturity, lodging, plant height, 100 seed weight, protein and oil content QTL identified by single-factor ANOVA in a 

recombinant inbred population derived from the cross of OAC Millennium and Heinong 38 across different environments in Canada, 

United States and China during 2009 and 2010. 
 

Marker 

Mega-environment                                  Mega-environment 
 

Canada United States China Canada United States China 

ANOVA Env
a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

 
Maturity Lodging 

Satt364 - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.03 8.0 L09 - - - 

Satt139 < 0.01 13.6 E09 < 0.01 11.2 R09 < 0.01 12.0 C10 < 0.01 10.1 E09 < 0.01 10.1 L09 - - - 

 
< 0.01 12.5 E10 < 0.01 11.0 R10 - - - < 0.01 16.9 P09 < 0.01 11.7 R09 - - - 

 
< 0.01 10.2 P10 - - - - - - < 0.01 12.6 E10 0.01 9.5 R10 - - - 

 
- - - - - - - - - < 0.01 12.9 P10 - - - - - - 

Satt277 < 0.01 22.7 E09 < 0.01 21.2 L09 0.04 5.0 H10 < 0.01 8.3 E09 < 0.01 18.3 L09 - - - 
 

< 0.01 10.8 P09 < 0.01 32.4 R09 - - - < 0.01 14.4 P09 < 0.01 11.7 R09 - - - 

 
< 0.01 28.6 E10 < 0.01 21.4 R10 - - - < 0.01 28.9 E10 < 0.01 18.4 R10 - - - 

 
< 0.01 18.3 P10 - - - - - - < 0.01 18.1 P10 - - - - - - 

Satt100 < 0.01 44.6 E09 < 0.01 40.7 L09 0.02 8.9 H10 < 0.01 14.1 E09 < 0.01 16.8 L09 - - - 

 
< 0.01 24.6 P09 < 0.01 69.5 R09 < 0.01 9.5 C10 < 0.01 13.6 P09 < 0.01 14.6 R09 - - - 

 
< 0.01 53.0 E10 < 0.01 51.9 R10 - - - < 0.01 29.1 E10 < 0.01 25.2 R10 - - - 

 
< 0.01 44.1 P10 - - - - - - < 0.01 20.5 P10 - - - - - - 

Satt307 0.03 5.0 P09 0.04 4.7 L09 - - - 0.03 5.1 E09 < 0.01 10.1 R09 - - - 

 
0.01 6.8 E10 < 0.01 10.9 R09 - - - < 0.01 9.0 P09 < 0.01 8.2 R10 - - - 

 
< 0.01 8.2 P10 < 0.01 8.3 R10 - - - < 0.01 8.3 E10 - - - - - - 

 
- - - - - - - - - < 0.01 12.5 P10 - - - - - - 

Satt263 - - - - - - - - - 0.04 4.7 P10 - - - - - - 

Satt394 0.02 6.1 P09 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt288 < 0.01 11.7 P09 - - - - - - < 0.01 13.9 P09 0.03 7.4 L09 - - - 
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Marker 

Mega-environment                                  Mega-environment 
 

Canada United States China Canada United States China 

ANOVA Env
a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - 0.03 7.4 R09 - - - 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - 0.04 6.9 R10 - - - 

Satt496 0.02 8.3 E09 - - - - - - 0.03 7.4 P09 0.01 9.0 R10 0.04 7.0 H10 

 
0.03 7.4 E10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt273 - - - - - - - - - 0.04 6.8 P09 - - - - - - 

Sat_126 0.02 8.7 E09 0.01 6.9 R09 - - - 0.03 7.5 P09 < 0.01 13.3 R10 < 0.01 10.7 C10 

 
- - - - - - - - - 0.04 6.8 E10 - - - - - - 

Satt259 0.02 5.7 E09 < 0.01 9.6 R09 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 

0.02 6.2 E10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
 

Satt139 

Height 100 Seed Weight 

  
< 0.01 15.0 E09 < 0.01 14.9 R09 < 0.01 19.5 C10 - - - - - - - - - 

 
< 0.01 16.0 P09 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
< 0.01 12.9 E10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
< 0.01 12.9 P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt277 < 0.01 14.6 E09 < 0.01 28.3 R09 < 0.01 9.5 C10 < 0.01 21.8 P10 < 0.01 13.9 L09 - - - 

 
< 0.01 11.8 P09 - - - - - - < 0.01 27.4 P09 < 0.01 10.3 R09 - - - 

 
< 0.01 16.8 E10 - - - - - - 0.04 5.1 E10 - - - - - - 

 
< 0.01 21.8 P10 - - - - - - < 0.01 14.0 P10 - - - - - - 

Satt100 < 0.01 37.0 E09 < 0.01 57.3 R09 0.01 9.3 H10 < 0.01 11.9 P09 < 0.01 19.0 L09 - - - 

 
< 0.01 30.5 P09 - - - < 0.01 22.8 C10 0.02 8.6 P10 - - - - - - 

 
< 0.01 41.5 E10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
< 0.01 56.6 P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt307 0.03 5.1 E09 < 0.01 12.4 R09 - - - < 0.01 8.2 P09 < 0.01 11.3 L09 - - - 

 
0.02 5.6 P09 - - - - - - < 0.01 7.6 P10 - - - - - - 

 
< 0.01 13.4 E10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

7
5
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Marker 

Mega-environment                                  Mega-environment 
 

Canada United States China Canada United States China 

ANOVA Env
a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

 
< 0.01 8.6 P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt157 0.02 8.9 P09 - - - - - - - - - < 0.01 10.9 L09 < 0.01 10.7 H10 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - < 0.01 16.6 R10 - - - 

Satt394 - - - - - - - - - 0.03 5.5 P09 
   

- - - 

Satt496 0.02 8.4 E09 0.02 8.0 R09 - - - - - - 0.02 5.5 L09 - - - 

 
0.04 7.1 P09 - - - - - - - - - 0.04 4.8 R09 - - - 

 
0.02 8.3 E10 - - - - - - - - - 

   
- - - 

 
0.02 8.3 P10 - - - - - - - - - 

   
- - - 

Satt273 - - - 
      

- - - < 0.01 11.0 R09 - - - 

Sat_126 < 0.01 16.2 E09 0.01 9.5 R09 0.02 8.2 C10 - - - - - - - - - 

 
< 0.01 13.7 P09 - - - 

   
- - - - - - - - - 

 
< 0.01 11.1 P10 - - - 

   
- - - - - - - - - 

Satt150 - - - - - - < 0.01 8.4 C10 - - - - - - - - - 

Satt259 < 0.01 12.3 E09 < 0.01 11.2 R09 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
< 0.01 11.0 P09 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
< 0.01 7.5 E10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
< 0.01 14.0 P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt364 

Oil 
 

Protein 

  - - - 0.03 8.6 L09 - - - 
 

- - - 0.04 7.5 L09 - - - 

Satt591 - - - < 0.01 10.6 L09 - - - 
 

- - - - - - 0.04 7.0 C10 

Satt155-073 - - - 0.02 8.9 L09 - - - - - - - - - 0.04 6.8 C10 

Satt277 0.03 5.6 P09 - - - - - - < 0.01 8.7 P09 < 0.01 16.2 L09 - - - 

Satt100 < 0.01 15.8 P09 < 0.01 10.1 R09 0.04 7.1 H10 < 0.01 10.6 P09 0.02 8.1 R09 0.04 7.2 C10 

 
- - - - - - - - - < 0.01 9.6 P10 - - - - - - 

Satt307 0.03 5.4 E10 - - - - - - 0.03 5.4 E10 - - - - - - 
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Marker 

Mega-environment                                  Mega-environment 
 

Canada United States China Canada United States China 

ANOVA Env
a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

 
0.04 4.4 P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt157 - - - 0.03 8.3 R09 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt452 - - - - - - - - - 0.02 6.4 C10 - - - - - - 

Satt263 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.02 6.0 C10 

Satt114 - - - - - - - - - 0.01 9.1 P09 - - - - - - 

Satt288 0.03 7.5 P09 - - - - - - 0.02 8.1 P09 0.04 7.3 R09 0.04 6.8 C10 

 
0.01 9.5 P10 - - - - - - < 0.01 15.9 P10 - - - - - - 

Satt496 - - - - - - - - - 0.01 9.7 E10 - - - - - - 

Satt162 - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.01 6.4 L09 - - - 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - < 0.01 11.0 R09 - - - 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 0.03 5.2 R10 - - - 

Satt273 - - - - - - - - - 0.02 8.1 P10 < 0.01 13.4 L09 - - - 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - < 0.01 17.5 R09 - - - 

Satt150 0.02 6.9 E10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
a
 Environments: (E09), Elora in 2009; (P09), St. Pauls in 2009; (E10), Elora in 2010 and (P10) St. Pauls in 2010 in Canada; (L09), Lamberton in 

2009; (R09), Rosemount in 2009 and (R10), Rosemount in 2010 in United States; (H10), Harbin in 2010 and (C10), Changchun in 2010 in China. 
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Table 2.4 Maturity, lodging, plant height, 100 seed weight, protein and oil content QTL identified by single-factor ANOVA in a 

recombinant inbred population derived from the cross Pioneer 9071 x # 8902 across different environments in Canada, United States 

and China during 2009 and 2010. 
 

Marker 

Mega-environment Mega-environment 

Canada United States China Canada United States China 

ANOVA Env
a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

 
Maturity Lodging 

Satt50 - - - - - - - - - <0.01 9.5 W09 <0.01 8.9 L09 0.02 6.7 C10 

 
- - - - - - - - - 0.013 6.9 E10 <0.01 10.2 R09 - - - 

 
- - - - - - - - - <0.01 9.3 P10 - - - - - - 

 
- - - - - - - - - <0.01 12.3 W10 - - - - - - 

Satt365 0.01 8.4 E09 <0.01 18.3 L09 <0.01 8.7 C10 - - - - - - - - - 

 
<0.01 9.1 W09 <0.01 13.6 R09 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 

<0.01 10.1 P10 <0.01 11.1 L10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
- - - <0.01 11.1 R10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt179 - - - - - - - - - 0.03 6.5 W09 - - - - - - 

Satt436 - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.04 5.2 L10 - - - 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - 0.04 5.5 R10 - - - 

Satt005-600 0.02 5.9 W09 <0.01 13.1 L09 0.02 6.5 C10 <0.01 10.6 E10 <0.01 8.3 L09 - - - 

 
<0.01 8.0 E10 <0.01 8.2 R09 - - - 0.02 6.7 P10 - - - - - - 

 
<0.01 8.0 P10 <0.01 11.9 L10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
<0.01 8.0 W10 <0.01 11.9 R10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt579 0.02 6.4 W09 <0.01 12.1 L09 0.01 6.7 C10 <0.01 7.5 E10 <0.01 8.6 L09 - - - 

 
<0.01 7.1 E10 <0.01 8.5 R09 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
<0.01 7.0 P10 <0.01 11.4 L10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
<0.01 8.5 W10 <0.01 11.3 R10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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Marker 

Mega-environment Mega-environment 

Canada United States China Canada United States China 

ANOVA Env
a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

Satt263 - - - - - - 0.02 6.5 H10 0.04 5.2 P10 - - - - - - 

Sat120 - - - - - - - - - 0.03 3.6 W09 <0.01 11.2 L09 - - - 

 
- - - - - - - - - 0.02 4.7 P10 0.03 5.0 R09 - - - 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - 0.01 4.9 L10 - - - 

Sat113 - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.02 6.4 L10 - - - 

Satt540 0.02 6.4 E09 <0.01 10.6 L09 <0.01 8.0 H10 <0.01 8.0 E10 - - - - - - 

 
0.02 7.0 W09 0.01 9.1 L10 <0.01 10.5 C10 - - - - - - - - - 

 
<0.01 16.3 E10 <0.01 9.1 R10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
<0.01 9.8 P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 

<0.01 7.4 W10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt435 0.03 5.8 E09 0.02 6.3 L09 0.02 7.0 C10 0.0076 8.4 E10 - - - - - - 

 
<0.01 11.8 E10 0.03 5.6 L10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
0.03 5.8 P10 0.03 5.6 R10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
Height  100 Seed Weight  

Satt599 - - - - - - - - - <0.01 8.2 P10 - - - - - - 

Satt365 0.03 6.6 W10 <0.01 15.3 R09 - - - <0.01 17.5 E09 0.03 6.4 R10 - - - 

 
- - - <0.01 15.7 L10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt436 - - - - - - - - - 0.04 5.5 W09 - - - - - - 

Satt005-600 <0.01 8.9 P10 <0.01 8.5 L10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt579 0.03 5.6 W09 <0.01 7.2 L10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
<0.01 9.1 P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt263 - - - - - - - - - <0.01 13.7 E09 <0.01 16.0 R09 0.01 7.5 H10 

 
- - - - - - - - - <0.01 8.9 W09 0.02 6.9 L10 0.01 7.3 C10 

 
- - - - - - - - - 0.01 7.2 E10 0.01 7.3 R10 - - - 
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Marker 

Mega-environment Mega-environment 

Canada United States China Canada United States China 

ANOVA Env
a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

 
- - - - - - - - - 0.01 8.6 P10 - - - - - - 

 
- - - - - - - - - <0.01 10.1 W10 - - - - - - 

Sat120 - - - - - - - - - <0.01 5.2 W09 <0.01 6.3 R09 0.02 5.0 H10 

 
- - - - - - - - - 0.02 5.0 E10 <0.01 5.8 L10 - - - 

 
- - - - - - - - - 0.01 6.0 P10 0.02 4.5 R10 - - - 

 
- - - - - - - - - 0.03 5.0 W10 - - - - - - 

Satt199 0.04 5.9 E10 0.03 5.6 L10 - - - 0.02 6.9 E10 <0.01 11.3 R09 <0.01 10.2 C10 

 
- - - - - - - - - 0.03 6.3 P10 0.03 6.5 R10 - - - 

Sat113 - - - - - - - - - 0.02 6.2 W10 0.01 7.3 R09 0.01 7.2 C10 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - 0.01 7.2 R10 - - - 

Satt540 - - - - - - - - - 0.03 6.0 W10 - - - - - - 

Satt435 - - - - - - - - - 0.02 0.1 W10 - - - - - - 

 
Oil Protein 

Satt50 - - - 0.02 6.13 L10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt599 - - - - - - - - - 0.03 5.99 P10 
      

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt365 <0.01 13.8 W09 - - - - - - 0.04 5.93 E10 <0.01 9.77 R10 
   Satt179 - - - <0.01 8.88 L10 0.04 6.05 H10 0.01 7.71 P10 - - - - - - 

Satt436 - - - - - - - - - <0.01 8.05 P10 <0.01 10.3 L10 
   Satt005-600 <0.01 7.8 W09 0.01 6.9 L10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt579 <0.01 7.7 W09 0.01 7.6 L10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt301 - - - - - - - - - - - - <0.01 10.3 R10 - - - 

Sat120 <0.01 6.96 W09 <0.01 6.45 L10 - - - - - - 0.03 4 L10 - - - 
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Marker 

Mega-environment Mega-environment 

Canada United States China Canada United States China 

ANOVA Env
a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 ANOVA Env

a
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

P value R² 
 

 
0.01 4.85 E10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
<0.01 6.06 P10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt199 - - - 0.02 7.28 L10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Sat113 0.01 6.93 W09 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Satt540 <0.01 8.61 P10 0.03 5.84 R10 <0.01 8.87 H10 - - - 0.02 6.85 R10 - - - 

Satt435 <0.01 8.93 P10 - - - 0.02 6.64 H10 - - - 0.03 6.17 R10 - - - 

 
- - - - - - 0.01 7.74 C10 - - - - - - - - - 

Sat_341 - - - - - - - - - 0.04 5.72 E10 - - - - - - 
a
 Environments: (E09), Elora in 2009; (W09), Woodstock in 2009; (E10), Elora in 2010; (W10), Woodstock in 2010 and (P10), St. Pauls in 2010 in 

Canada; (L09), Lamberton in 2009; (R09), Rosemount in 2009; (L10), Lamberton in 2010 and (R10), Rosemount in 2010 in United States; (H10), 

Harbin in 2010 and (C10), Changchun in 2010 in China.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Chapter 3 

Adaptation to Mega-environments: Environmental factors influencing QTL 

expression in Canadian x Chinese soybean populations 
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ABSTRACT 

Broad or specific adaptation can be assessed when genotypes had superior 

performance across the majority, or only in specific environments, respectively. This can 

be reflected by the expression, or not, of certain QTL depending on the environment.  

Superior genotypes and QTL should be identified based on phenotypic data from 

multiple environments. The objectives of this study were to identify different mega-

environments based on groups of environments with similar expression of yield QTL and 

to analyze the effect of environmental factors that could affect the expression of those 

QTL in different mega-environments. Two soybean RIL populations derived from two 

different crosses between high-yielding Canadian cultivars and elite Chinese cultivars 

were analyzed across different locations in Canada, the United States and China. Days 

to maturity and seed yield were measured per plot at each location and year. Data on 

minimum, maximum and average temperature (ºC) and monthly and total accumulated 

precipitation were also taken. Biplots were generated to analyze the yield and maturity 

data. Based on the geometry of the biplot, there was a strong association between 

markers Satt100 in the first population and Satt365 in the second population, with days 

to maturity. Both QTL explained a significant amount of the variation observed for this 

trait. Two mega-environments were identified based on the expression of the QTL 

Satt100 in the first population that could be related to the occurrence of warm 

temperatures and non-limiting water supply during the seed development period. 

Nevertheless, the existence of QTL in specific environments based on ANOVA analysis 

indicated different QTL patterns depending on the environment. Results from both types 

of analysis give strong evidence that Canada, United States and China are different 

mega-environments based on the existence of specific QTL across environments. Since 

cultivar selection is independent in each environment it is important for breeders to 
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properly understand these patterns to develop different selection strategies applicable in 

different mega-environments. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Differences in plant adaptation are reflected in differences in relative performance 

of genotypes mainly due to environmental effects. The agricultural perspective of 

adaptation suggests that those lines with high seed quality and quantity and/or with 

stability across environments are the ones that are better adapted compared to the rest 

of the lines (Cooper and Byth, 1996).  

Nyquist (1991) defined three types of environments: micro-environments, macro-

environments and mega-environments. Mega-environments have been defined by 

CIMMYT as “a broad, not necessarily contiguous area, occurring in more than one 

country and frequently transcontinental, defined by similar biotic and abiotic stresses, 

cropping systems requirements, consumer preferences, and for convenience, by volume 

of production” (Braun et al. 1996). Yan and Hunt (1998) suggested that the investigation 

of mega-environments is a prerequisite for meaningful cultivar evaluation and 

recommendation. 

Broad or specific adaptation can be assessed when genotypes had superior 

performance across the majority, or only in specific environments, respectively (Cooper 

and Byth, 1996). This can also be reflected in the expression, or not, of determined QTL.  

QTL that are stable across different environments are usually more useful for breeders 

since they are important enough to be incorporated into breeding programs (Brummer et 

al. 1997).  Palomeque et al. (2009a) found that RILs derived from a cross between a 

Chinese and a Canadian elite soybean cultivar performed differently, depending on 

whether they were tested in the Chinese or the Canadian mega-environments, 

suggesting differential adaptation to intercontinental mega-environments.  
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When adaptation is evaluated, the parameters that are considered are related to 

performance criteria such as high yield quantity and seed quality. The variation observed 

in yield could be due to the variation observed in different agronomic traits that are 

correlated with yield. As it was detailed in the previous chapter, the number of days 

plants need to mature is positively correlated with seed yield and it is one of the most 

important traits that could affect crop performance. Seed yield and maturity are 

quantitative traits that are influenced by several genes, or QTL, and their expression 

varies depending on the environment (Collard et al. 2005).   

Superior cultivars need to be evaluated in several target environments to ensure 

that those lines have acceptable performance (Yan and Rajcan, 2002). The same 

reasoning should be applied for the identification of QTL that must be based on 

phenotypic data from multiple and representative environments. Both genotype-by-

environment and QTL-by-environment interactions need to be investigated for an 

efficient marker-assisted selection (Yan and Tinker, 2005; Yan et al. 2005). Biplots are 

useful tools to study those interactions patterns. They also help to visualize groups, not 

only of QTL with similar environmental response, but also of environments with similar 

influence on certain QTL (Yan and Tinker, 2005; Yan et al. 2005). 

Cooper and Byth (1996) suggested that the key to plant improvement is the 

recognition of the nature of the stress and/or the adaptive response that can have quite 

a fundamental influence on the performance and adaptation of plants. The efficiency of 

improvement can be reduced if breeders did not take into account the effect of the 

environments on genotypic performance. It is important to understand the factors 

influencing quantitative traits across environments to develop more effective breeding 

strategies. The objectives of this study are: i) to identify different mega-environments 

based on groups of environments with similar expression of yield/maturity QTL and ii) to 
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analyze environmental factors that could affect the expression of those QTL in different 

mega-environments.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Field experiments 

Two populations developed from crosses between Canadian and Chinese 

soybean elite lines were used in this experiment. The first population was derived from 

the cross OAC Millennium x Heinong 38 and consisted of 92 F4:7 recombinant inbred 

lines (RILs). The second population was composed of 131 lines at F4:7 stage derived 

from the cross between Pioneer 9071 and # 8902.  OAC Millennium (MG=0) and 

Pioneer 9071 (MG=0.7) are high yielding lines well established in North American mega-

environments. Heinong 38 and # 8902 are high yielding stable lines widely used in the 

Heilongjiang province of the People´s Republic of China. The respective parents, as well 

as commercial lines from either environment, were used as controls for each population.    

Both populations were grown in three hypothetical mega-environments: Ontario, 

Canada; Minnesota, United States and northeast China at different locations as 

described in Table 1. In Canada and the United States, the experimental design was a 

randomized complete blocked design with nearest neighbor adjustment and two 

replications while in China the experiment was arranged as a rectangular lattice design 

with two replications. The plot size was 1.5 x 5.5 m in the Canadian sites and 1.5 x 2.4m 

in the American sites, with four rows and 35 cm between-row spacing in all of them. For 

China, the plot size was 2.8 x 3m with four elevated ridges per plot with 70 cm between 

ridges in Harbin, Heilongjiang province, while in Changchun, Jilin Province, it was 2.4 x 

3m with four rows separated by 60 cm. Number of seeds per plot was adjusted based on 

germination rate in Canada and US, whereas in China it was set at 28 seeds per meter 

of row. Plots were harvested by machine in the Canadian and U.S. environments while 

they were by hand harvested and machine-threshed in the Chinese environments. 
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Phenotypic and environmental data  

Days to maturity, which corresponds to the number of days from planting to the 

stage when 95% of the pods shows maturity color (R8) (Fehr et al. 1971) and seed yield 

were recorded per plot at each location and year. Each measurement was performed 

following the protocol detailed by Palomeque (2007).  

Environmental data was provided by Weather Innovations, Ridgetown, ON 

Canada and from collaborators in China and the U.S. Records of minimum, maximum 

and average temperature (ºC) and monthly and total accumulated precipitation were 

taken from the closest environmental stations to each plot location during June, July and 

August 2009 and 2010. Only monthly average temperatures and precipitation were 

recorded in China.  

Biplot analysis 

Two-way tables were constructed for each population. In each table, the rows 

were the genotypes including the parents and the columns are the genetic markers that 

were linked with seed yield QTL in two or three mega-environments in the previous 

analysis (Chapter 1) plus seed yield and agronomic traits data from the respective 

environments where each population was planted. Environmental data were included as 

well. Biplots were generated based on the tables for yield and other agronomic traits 

following the model explained in Yan et al. (2000) and Yan et al. (2005). For an 

appropriate environment classification, all environments were considered equally 

important. All biplots presented in this study were generated using GGEbiplot software 

(Yan, 2001; Yan and Kang, 2003), available at www.ggebiplot.com.   

http://www.ggebiplot.com/
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Based on the geometry of the biplot, Yan and Kang (2003) explained that angles 

between vectors indicated coefficient of correlation between the components. As a 

result, acute angles between a trait vector and a marker vector indicated and strong 

association between the marker and the trait (Yan et al. 2005). The length of the vector 

is expressed in standard deviation units. The length of an environment vector is an 

indicator of the phenotypic variation observed for the trait of interest. On the other hand, 

the length of a marker vector is an indicator of the genotypic variation observed in the 

population. The longer the vector, the more variation is explained by the displayed 

components.  
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RESULTS 

Environmental analysis 

The critical period for soybean pod and seed number determination starts at 

flowering (R1) until full development of beans in the pod (R5-R6) (Board and Tan, 1995; 

Egli, 1998). This usually happened during the months of June, July and August. In 

general for 2009 and 2010, Canadian locations were cooler than the United States sites 

and both were cooler than the Chinese environments (Table 3.1). Mean temperature for 

the month of June in Canada during 2009/2010 was 17.2°C with average maximum and 

minimum values of 22.5°C and 11.8°C. In the United States, the mean temperature was 

19.2°C with average maximum and minimum temperatures of 24.5°C and 13.9°C, 

respectively. The average temperature during June 2010 in China was 22.7°C. Mean 

temperature in Canada for July 2009/2010 were on average 19.0°C and ranged between 

24.6°C and 13.4°C, while in the United States temperatures ranged on average between 

26.8°C and 15.3°C with a mean of 21.1°C. In China, the average temperature for July 

2010 was 21.9 °C. Mean temperatures for August 2009/2010 were on average 19.4 °C 

with average maximum and minimum temperatures of 25.1 °C and 13.8 °C in Canada, 

while in the United States was 21.4 °C with a variation between 27.1°C and 15.7 °C. In 

China, the average temperature for August 2010 was 21.0 °C.  

When the precipitation profile was evaluated, a greater amount of water was 

accumulated at the end of the season in Canada, U.S. and China in 2010 than in 2009. 

On average, in 2009 and 2010, Canadian locations had more precipitation during June 

and July, with average monthly accumulated precipitation of 115.9 mm and 128.8 mm, 

respectively, than in August, with average accumulated precipitation of 70.5 mm. In 

China in 2010, in contrast, the maximum precipitation occurred at the end of July and 
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August with an average of accumulated precipitation of 170 mm. In the United States, 

the distribution of precipitation was equal across June, July and August during 2009 and 

2010 (Table 3.2). 

Biplot analysis 

When the biplot was developed from the yield data of the RILs derived from the 

first cross between OAC Millennium and Heinong 38 across all the environments for the 

yield QTL previously reported in two or more mega-environments, the QTL associated 

with markers Satt100 and with Satt277 seemed to have the longest vectors. The rest of 

the markers had short vectors and were discarded for future analysis (data not shown).  

Since the yield QTL Satt277 not only had a long vector but also was previously 

reported by single-factor ANOVA in the first population across Canada, the United 

States and China, it was used to construct the biplot of Figure 3.1 plus the yield data of 

that population across all environments. The first two principal components (PC1 and 

PC2) explained approximately 60% of the total variation. Although environments were 

well distributed across the biplot with respect to the marker´s vector, a stronger 

association was shown with Harbin 2010 (YH10) than with the rest of the environments. 

The absence of expression of the marker in Changchun and Rosemount 2010 was 

explained by perpendicular angles respect to Satt277 vector. The cluster of 

environments (YR09, YE09, YP10, YP09 and YL09) suggested that the yield QTL linked 

to marker Satt277 was similarly expressed in those environments.  

Because days to maturity have been previously reported as an agronomic trait 

positively correlated with seed yield, maturity data from the RILs derived from the same 

population and the maturity QTL significant in two or more mega-environments reported 
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in Chapter 2, were analyzed by biplot. Results suggested that the QTL linked to marker 

Satt100 had the longest vector explaining most of the variation for maturity (data not 

shown). This marker was used to construct a biplot that included days to maturity data 

from the RILs derived from the first population across all environments (Figure 3.2).  The 

first two principal components (PC1 and PC2) explained a substantial amount of the total 

variation, approximately 76%. Two non-overlapping clusters of environments were 

apparent and environments within a cluster had a similar response. As a result, both 

clusters might be referred to as different mega-environments and a single group 

included the Canadian and United States locations while the other consisted the 

Chinese ones. A strong association between the maturity QTL Satt100 and the cluster of 

Canadian-US environments was denoted by the acute angles among the vectors while 

the association seemed weaker with the Chinese environments.  

The proximity between the parent Heinong 38 and the maturity QTL´s vector 

Satt100 suggested that the late maturity allele for this marker came from the Chinese 

parent. When the performance of the lines for this QTL was plotted at the most 

representative environment (R09), two groups of lines were clearly distinct. One of them 

contained the lines that carried the Chinese allele that matured on average in 122 days 

from planting. The other group of lines had the Canadian or early maturity allele that 

matured on average in 109 days from planting. The variation within lines in the same 

group was smaller than the variation between the two groups based on ANOVA analysis 

of Chapter 2 (Figure 3.3).   

When the biplot was developed from the yield data of the RILs derived from the 

second population (Pioneer 9071 x # 8902) across all the environments and the yield 

QTL previously reported in two or more mega-environments, the QTL associated with 

markers Satt435, Satt540 and Satt365 seemed to have the longest vectors explaining 
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most of the variation observed for yield (data not shown). Similar results were found with 

days to maturity as a trait. Genotypic data from the three markers, as well as maturity 

data across all environments, were used to construct the biplot in Figure 2.4. The first 

two principal components (PC1 and PC2) explained approximately 66.5% of the total 

variation. Both Satt435 and Satt540 had long vectors but almost in 95° angle respect to 

environments‟ vectors suggesting a consistent but not strong association with maturity 

across environments. The acute angle between them indicated an interaction or linkage 

between them. In addition, both markers, Satt435 and Satt540 are located in the same 

chromosome, number seven (LG M), at a distance of approximately 3 cM between each 

other in the Composite Map 2003 (Cregan et al. 1999; Soybase, 2011). As a result, both 

markers tagged a single QTL with small but consistent effects on maturity. The 

association between the markers and maturity was also highlighted by the presence of 

two clear groups of lines; the ones that carried the Chinese or late maturity allele and the 

other group that carried the Canadian or early maturity allele.  

In the same biplot of Figure 3.4, the acute angle between Satt365 vector and the 

environments vectors reflected a stronger association between this marker and days to 

maturity than the association between Satt435-Satt540 and days to maturity. However, 

the shortness of Satt365 vector indicated that this association was not as consistent 

across environments as it was the association between Satt435-Satt540 and days to 

maturity. The Chinese parent was also contributing the favorable or late maturity allele to 

QTL Satt365 (Figure 3.4).  

The cluster of environments in Figure 3.4 denoted the similarities among 

environments in the expression of the QTL linked to Satt435 and Satt540, suggesting 

little difference in maturity among environments across Canada, the United States and 

China. Lamberton in 2009 (ML09) seemed the most representative environment in this 
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environmental group. On the other hand, Harbin 2010 (MH10) and Elora 2009 (ME09) 

had short vectors indicating low variation in maturity among lines in each environment. 

As a result, both locations MH10 and ME09 can be considered as outliers.  

A clearer biplot than the previous one was created in Figure 3.5 representing the 

expression of QTL Satt435 and QTL Satt365 and maturity data from the most 

representative environment, Lamberton 2009 (ML09). Groups of lines based on the 

group of alleles that contain are denoted in this graph. For maturity QTL Satt365 based 

on ANOVA analysis of Chapter 2, the group of lines that contain the Canadian or early 

maturity allele matured on average in 118 days while the other group matured on 

average in 124 days from planting. For the other maturity QTL, Satt435, the group of 

lines that contained the Canadian or early maturity allele matured on average in 119 

days while the other group matured in 123 days on average. The greater difference 

between both mean groups for maturity QTL Satt365 than for Satt435 also reflected the 

stronger association between days to maturity and marker Satt365 than the same trait 

and marker Satt435. 
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DISCUSSION 

Since genotype by environment interactions play an important role in quantitative 

traits, QTL must be identified based on phenotypic data from multiple environments to 

be effectively used in marker-assisted selection. The objectives of our study were to 

examine the patterns of different QTL across environments to determine the existence of 

different mega-environments and to analyze the effect of environmental factors that 

could affect the different QTL expression.  

In this study, the biplot analysis for yield data of the first population showed that 

marker Satt277 tagged a seed yield QTL that explained a large amount of the variation 

observed for yield. This QTL was reported previously based on a single-factor ANOVA 

analysis across the three mega-environments in the first population (Chapter 1). Since 

both markers Satt277 and Satt100 are both located in chromosome number 6 (LG C2), 

their vectors in the biplot were equally long and with acute angle between them, 

suggesting similar response across environments. Yan and Tinker (2005) proposed that 

QTL with similar patterns should be treated equally in marker-assisted selection. 

Although environments in the biplot (Figure 3.1) varied with respect to the 

expression of QTL Satt277, the proximity between Satt277 and H10 vectors indicated 

that this yield QTL had large and positive effects in Harbin 2010. This was verified by the 

high coefficient of determination (R2=11.3%) that was obtained based on single-factor 

ANOVA analysis for this QTL in Harbin 2010 compared with the other locations and the 

same QTL. The cluster of environments (YR09, YE09, YP10, YP09 and YL09) implied 

that yield QTL Satt277 acted similarly in the environments with comparable R2. The 

proximity between parent Heinong 38 (Pch) and the vector of marker Satt277 indicated 
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that Chinese parent provided the high yielding allele for this QTL, which confirmed the 

previous results (Chapter 1). 

The length of the seed-filling period is an important determinate of yield of all 

grain crops including soybeans (Egli, 1998). Therefore, the variation observed in yield 

could be related to the variation observed during the seed filling period. Results of 

chapter 2 indicated that seed yield was positively correlated with maturity in most of the 

environments and in both populations. Biplot of Figure 3.2 graphically displays the strong 

and positive association between marker Satt100 and days to maturity in the first 

population. The stability of this marker across environments is also denoted by the close 

alignment of its vector along the average environment axes. This result is consistent with 

the single-factor ANOVA analysis, showing that the maturity QTL linked to marker 

Satt100 explained most of the variation observed for this trait and it was detected across 

all environments where this population was tested. The QTL seemed to act similarly in 

the Canadian and United States locations, having a strong positive effect in all of them, 

but differently in the Chinese locations, having a small influence on maturity. The 

different expression of the maturity QTL Satt100 suggested the existence of two evident 

clusters or hypothetical mega-environments, the Asian and the North American mega-

environment. Further evidence was provided by observing the variation explained by 

maturity QTL Satt100, where the R2 for the Canadian and United States environments 

varied between 25 to 70% while in China, those values were smaller, between 9 and 

9.5%.  

It is also important to consider the climatic conditions of the growing season to 

explain the different expression of this maturity QTL Satt100 in these two groups of 

environments. The months of June, July and August were important months for soybean 

flowering and seed development across environments. Photoperiod, temperature and 
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water profile during seed development are critical for the determination of pod and seed 

number. It is assumed that above a certain critical temperature, biomass development 

rate increase with temperature under non-limiting water and nutrient conditions and this 

response is influenced by the photoperiod (Brevedan and Egli, 2003; Setiyono et al. 

2006). When the mean temperature was evaluated, very little difference could be 

observed between the environments during the months of July and August. Steinberg 

and Garner (1986) found that warmer temperatures up to an optimum of 28 °C delayed 

flowering date. A closer look at the maximum temperatures during June showed that 

higher temperatures during this month could be the reason of a delay in flowering time in 

China compared to Canada and US. Since cold temperatures limit the seed 

development stage at the end of the growing season, this period is shortened when the 

flowering time is delayed, resulting in a reduction of seed yield. When precipitation was 

analyzed, results suggested that plants received enough water during vegetative or early 

reproductive stage in Canada and the US, while in China the precipitation was delayed, 

occurring when the plants were already mature and their water requirement was at the 

minimum or almost null. Brevedan and Egli (2003) suggested that water stress initiated 

at the beginning of the reproductive stage of soybean growth usually reduces yield by 

reducing the number of seeds per unit area. 

The positive expression of the maturity (flowering time) QTL linked to marker 

Satt100 in Canada and US could be associated with the occurrence of warm 

temperatures and non-limiting water conditions for an optimum flowering time and seed 

development period. This maturity/flowering time QTL is likely to correspond to a 

flowering time QTL previously reported by Funatsuki et al. (2005). As a result, it is 

important to consider the climatic conditions of each environment, especially maximum 
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temperatures during flowering time, when trying to choose the most suitable planting 

date to allow the expression of strong QTL as the one linked to marker Satt100. 

 In addition, since temperature response is modified by photoperiod, it would be 

interesting to study photoperiod response of soybeans under different planting dates 

since that could help to explain the differential expression of QTL. Soybean is a 

quantitative short-day plant, in which short day-length for a certain amount of days leads 

to initiation of flowering (Garner and Allard, 1920). The duration of flowering time and 

seed filling period are also dependent on photoperiod (McBlain et al. 1987; Summerfield 

et al. 1998; Kantolic and Slafer, 2001). Short photoperiods increase the development 

rate until flowering (R1) (Caffaro et al. 1988) while long photoperiods after flowering (R1) 

increases the critical period for yield determination by increasing the number of seeds 

per unit of area (Kantolic and Slafer, 2001). In this experiment, all locations are located 

at approximately the same latitude, which led to similar photoperiod response. However, 

differences in planting date between China and North America, being earlier in China 

than in Canada and the U.S., involved differential photoperiod exposures that could lead 

to differential expression of maturity QTL. Further studies should be focused in 

photoperiod response of soybeans under different planting dates since that could help to 

understand the variation observed in QTL expression.  

Biplots of Figure 3.4 and 3.5 also graphically display the strong but not stable 

association between marker Satt365 and days to maturity in the second population. 

Maturity QTL Satt435-Satt540 was consistently associated with maturity but the 

association was not as strong as the association between maturity and marker Satt365. 

Maturity QTL Satt365 explained most of the variation observed for this trait. These 

results were in accordance with the conclusions of Chapter 2, where the average R2 was 

11.3% and 8.1% for maturity QTL Satt365 and Satt435-Satt540, respectively. Marker 
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Satt365 was mapped in the same genomic region, chromosome 6 (LG C2), as marker 

Satt100. The distance between Satt365 and Satt100 was estimated as approximately 

2cM, based on the published composite map (Cregan et al. 1999; Soybase, 2011). The 

same reasoning about the effect of temperature, precipitation and photoperiod on the 

expression of maturity QTL Satt100 explained above should be applied also for the 

expression of maturity QTL Satt365. Plant breeders should pay special attention to this 

genomic region since alleles with important effects on maturity are located in this area.  

The identification of mega-environments based on biplot analysis was clearer 

when QTL Satt100 was studied than when the analysis was conducted for the QTL of 

the second population. The effect on maturity of QTL Satt365 in the second population 

was not as consistent and strong as the association between maturity and marker 

Satt100 in the first population. As a result, environments were grouped together in one 

cluster of environments. However differential expression of QTL was obvious when 

single-factor ANOVA and interval mapping were conducted in both populations (Chapter 

1 and 2). The existence of QTL in specific environments based on QTL mapping 

analysis from phenotypic data across multiple environments indicated the presence of 

QTL by environment interaction patterns (Yan and Tinker, 2005; Panthee et al. 2007; 

Palomeque et al. 2009a, b; St. Martin et al. 2010). Results from both types of analysis 

offer strong evidence that Canada, the United States and China are different mega-

environment based on the existence of different QTL across environments. The difficulty 

in identifying the same mega-environments with biplot analysis as those identified by the 

single-factor ANOVA could be due to the lower significant association between markers 

Satt365 and the trait of interest compared to the association with marker Satt100. This 

study demonstrates that biplots are important tools to visualize QTL by environment 

patterns and mega-environments in multi-environment studies. However, they should be 
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combined with other QTL mapping tools such as single-factor ANOVA and/or interval 

mapping analysis for a complete “picture” of adaptation.  

In conclusion, since cultivar selection is independent in each environment, it is 

important for breeders to properly understand the patterns that exist across 

environments to develop different selection strategies applicable in different mega-

environments. Further studies that include more environments would be helpful to delve 

more deeply into the division of environments into meaningful groups as well as 

additional environmental data such as photoperiod that could help to explain those 

differences in QTL expression.  
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Table 3.1 Monthly average maximum, minimum and mean temperatures (°C) for June, July and August in 2009 and 2010 at Elora, 

Woodstock and St Pauls, ON, Canada; Lamberton and Rosemount, MN, United States and Harbin and Changchun, China. 

 
2009 Temperature (°C) 

 
Canada United States 

 
Elora Woodstock St. Pauls Lamberton Rosemount 

Month Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean 

June 10.2 21.4 15.8 11.5 22.8 17.2 11.4 22.3 16.9 13.4 24.6 19.0 12.6 23.9 18.3 

July 11.1 22.0 16.5 12.3 23.1 17.7 12.4 22.6 17.5 13.4 25.6 19.5 13.2 24.8 19.0 

August 12.1 23.6 17.8 14.2 24.5 19.4 13.2 24.2 18.7 13.7 25.7 19.7 14.0 25.1 19.5 

 

  
 

                                        

 
2010 Temperature (°C) 

 
Canada United States China 

 
Elora Woodstock St. Pauls Lamberton Rosemount Harbin Changchun 

Month Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean 

June 11.9 21.8 16.8 12.7 23.2 17.9 13.4 23.3 18.4 14.6 25.5 20.0 15.0 24.0 19.5 18.2 30.1 24.2 nd* nd 21.2 

July 14.2 26.2 20.2 14.6 26.7 20.6 15.6 27.0 21.3 17.0 28.8 22.9 17.8 27.9 22.9 18.9 27.0 23.0 nd nd 20.8 

August 13.1 25.6 19.4 14.6 26.0 20.3 15.3 26.6 21.0 17.4 29.2 23.3 17.6 28.5 23.0 17.4 26.1 21.8 nd nd 20.3 

*nd: No data recorded. 
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Table 3.2 Total and monthly average accumulated precipitations (mm) for June, July and August in 2009 and 2010 at Elora, 

Woodstock and St Pauls, ON, Canada; Lamberton and Rosemount, MN, United States and Harbin and Changchun, China. 

                          

 
2009 2010 

 
Canada United States Canada United States China 

Month Elora Woodstock St. Pauls Lamberton Rosemount Elora Woodstock St. Pauls Lamberton Rosemount Harbin Changchun 

June 69.2 63.6 82.8 81.8 99.8 189.1 108.6 181.8 159.3 186.7 68.0 62.5 

July 79.5 127.5 71.2 42.2 47.2 89.4 168.0 237.4 95.8 167.6 210.7 186.8 

August 92.1 116.6 127.6 87.6 198.4 12.9 31.2 42.4 121.7 150.6 107.6 174.1 

Total 240.8 307.7 281.6 211.6 345.4 291.4 307.8 461.6 376.7 505.0 386.3 423.4 
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Figure 3.1 Biplot of the RIL population derived from the cross between OAC Millennium 

(Pca) and Heinong 38 (Pch) displaying yield QTL Satt277 (previously reported in 

Canada, US and China), RILs (denoted by numbers) derived from that cross and yield 

data from the environments where the population was tested (ME09, Elora 2009; MW09, 

Woodstock 2009; ME10, Elora 2010; MP10, St. Pauls 2010; MW10, Woodstock 2010 in 

Canada; ML09, Lamberton 2009; MR09, Rosemount 2009; ML10, Lamberton, 2010; 

MR10, Rosemount 2010 in United States; MH10, Harbin 2010 and MC10; Changchun 

2010 in China). 
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Figure 3.2 Biplot of the RIL population derived from the cross between OAC Millennium 

(Pca) and Heinong 38 (Pch) displaying maturity QTL Satt100 (previously reported in 

Canada, US and China), RILs (denoted by numbers) derived from that cross and yield 

data from the environments where the population was tested ((ME09, Elora 2009; 

MW09, Woodstock 2009; ME10, Elora 2010; MP10, St. Pauls 2010; MW10, Woodstock 

2010 in Canada; ML09, Lamberton 2009; MR09, Rosemount 2009; ML10, Lamberton, 

2010; MR10, Rosemount 2010 in United States; MH10, Harbin 2010 and MC10; 

Changchun 2010 in China). 
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Figure 3.3 Correlation between the genotypic data for marker Satt100 and maturity data 

of the population derived from the cross OAC Millennium (Pca) and Heinong 38 (Pch) in 

the most representative environment Rosemount 2009 (MR09) in United States. 

Numbers denote RILs and the two groups represent the lines that contained either the 

Canadian allele or the Chinese allele.  
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Figure 3.4 Biplot of the RIL population derived from the cross between Pioneer 9071 

(Pca) and # 8902 (Pch) displaying the maturity QTL (Satt435, Satt540 and Satt365), 

RILs derived from that cross (denoted by numbers) and maturity data from the 

environments where the population was tested (ME09, Elora 2009; MW09, Woodstock 

2009; ME10, Elora 2010; MP10, St. Pauls 2010; MW10, Woodstock 2010 in Canada; 

ML09, Lamberton 2009; MR09, Rosemount 2009; ML10, Lamberton, 2010; MR10, 

Rosemount 2010 in United States; MH10, Harbin 2010 and MC10; Changchun 2010 in 

China). 
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Figure 3.5 Biplot of the RIL population derived from the cross between Pioneer 9071 

(Pca) and # 8902 (Pch) displaying the maturity QTL Satt365 and Satt435, RILs derived 

from that cross  (denoted by numbers) and maturity data from the most representative 

environment across locations, Lamberton 2009 (ML09) in United States.  
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

From the adaptation prospective, plants with higher yield quantity and quality are 

better adapted. As a result, the overall goal of plant breeding is to increase yield with 

improved seed quality and increased resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses. Soybean 

cultivars have mainly been developed by using elite lines which leads to diminishing 

gains from selection due to similarities among cultivars (Thorne and Fehr, 1970; 

Concibido et al. 2003). 

Exotic germplasm has been used less often because of the linkage of deleterious 

alleles with favorable ones that could negatively affect yield performance (Vello et al. 

1984, Smalley et al. 2004). However, since modern Asian cultivars represent a potential 

reservoir of new alleles, we evaluated two populations derived from two different crosses 

between Canadian and Chinese soybean elite lines. The first population was developed 

from the cross between OAC Millennium and Heinong 38 while the second one from the 

cross between Pioneer 9071 and # 8902. Since in most of the studies the plant 

introduction (PI) or the exotic parent was not tested in their place of origin (Palomeque et 

al. 2009a), we evaluated both populations in three hypothetical mega-environments: 

Ontario, Canada, northern U.S. and northeast China. In this way, both parents served as 

elite line or PI depending on the environment where tests were conducted. 

The first objective of this study was to determine the existence of QTL for high 

yield in both Canadian x Chinese populations tested at three hypothetical mega-

environments. Eighteen and 14 QTL were associated with seed yield in two and three 

mega-environments in the first and second population, respectively. From those, the 

ones linked to Satt100 and to Satt005-Satt600 were the ones that explained most of the 

variation observed for yield. When environmental stability was assessed, seed yield QTL 
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linked to Satt591 and Satt277 in the first population and to Sat_341 in the second 

population were identified in at least one location of each of the three mega-

environments. Unless breeding programs work for specific environments, 

environmentally stable QTL are usually more useful for marker-assisted selection.  

In respect to genetic similarities between populations, Palomeque et al. (2009) 

was not able to validate the universal yield QTL of the first population in the second 

population. The reason could be that only universal QTL were tested in the second 

population. Since we mapped both populations with the same markers, some common 

seed yield QTL were detected. Seed yield QTL linked to Satt600 and Satt263 were 

identified in both populations. Even though both markers were found across only two 

mega-environments, there were previous reports of them in other genetic backgrounds. 

It is also important to highlight the region tagged by markers Satt277, Satt365 and 

Satt100 in chromosome number 6, since some yield-related genes appeared in this 

genomic area in both populations. QTL tested in different genetic backgrounds provide 

reliable estimation of marker limitations and strengths for use in marker-assisted 

selection.  

As a result, we could accept the first hypothesis that the yield of each line derived 

from both crosses between Canadian and Chinese soybean elite lines grown in Canada, 

United States and China mega-environments was dependent on the presence of QTL 

across one, two or three mega-environments. Both the environmental and genetic 

stability of QTL play an important role into the breeding process. They could affect the 

success of the introgression of exotic alleles into adapted germplasm. In addition, for all 

these markers, both parents contributed beneficial alleles to the progeny and the ratio 

varied between populations. In conclusion, both the Canadian and Chinese gene pools 

represent sources of beneficial alleles that could contribute to increasing genetic 
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variability and lead to further increments in soybean yields. Further studies should be 

focused on inter-mating different lines from these major sources with the objective of 

discovering new recombination events that could benefit breeding programs. 

The second objective of this thesis was to evaluate the relationship between yield 

and yield components, and seed quality parameters in both populations across three 

hypothetical mega-environments and to determine if any seed yield QTL identified in two 

or more mega-environments co-localized with any agronomic trait QTL across the same 

mega-environments. Although some inconsistencies were found, significant correlations 

existed between seed yield and maturity, lodging, height, seed weight, protein and oil. In 

addition, most of the seed yield QTL co-localized with agronomic trait QTL. Results 

confirmed that, in general, yield variation observed in the progenies of both crosses 

grown in the Canadian, United States and Chinese mega-environments was the 

consequence of the variation observed in different agronomic traits. Those agronomic 

traits were correlated with yield and associated with QTL detected in one, two or three 

mega-environments. In particular, maturity was considered one of the most important 

traits that influenced seed yield. Thus, higher yield could be mainly explained by the 

variation in traits associated either with late maturity or with optimum flowering, which 

could increase the seed filling period. 

Since quantitative traits are strongly influenced by the environment, the third 

objective of this thesis was to examine the existence of different mega-environments 

based on groups of environments with similar expression of yield/maturity QTL and to 

analyze the effect of environmental factors that could affect the expression of those QTL 

in different mega-environments. Biplot and single-marker analysis grouped QTL by 

environmental patterns. The existence of differential expression of yield/maturity QTL in 

specific environments gives strong evidence that Ontario, Canada; Northern United 
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States and Northeast China were different mega-environments and thus environmental 

factors have an important influence on the expression of those QTL. Further studies that 

include more environments, as well as more environmental data would be helpful to go 

more deeply into the division and confirmation of different mega-environments. 

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that novel alleles coming from plant 

introductions can contribute favorably, directly or indirectly, to seed yield, and the use of 

QTL identified across one, two or three mega-environments would facilitate the 

introgression of novel alleles into breeding populations in both North America and China. 

Breeders should properly understand how QTL express across different environments to 

develop adequate breeding strategies suitable for their target breeding environments. 
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